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INTRODUCTION
The Problem
In American society, and to a great extent European
increasing emphasis is being placed on an individual's ability
to make his ova iiA.j;al decisions as an autonoiiious uiiit. In previous
generations, the moral decisions of any individual in Western
society were said to be largely measured against one norm, the
Bible. Whether rightly or vrrongly used, this Xs^as the basis for
most n.oral and ethical discussion. In line vjiuh 'cai:, , homosexuality
was understood to be a moral issue, the Bible being the guide in
passing judgment upon it.
However, as Western culture has moved into Lue ninetecii ch
and twentieth centuries, the ability of the Bible to speak to modern
cultural problems has been questioned. In spite of this, roost
professirig Chviscians still look to the Bible for some type of
guidance in moral issues. The basic concern does not seen to be
whether the Eible can offer guidance. Instead, the question is,
how do we of t;ie twentieth century interpret the guidance being
offered? There are those vzho then ask the further question, do
we accept such an interpretation as absolute moral ].aw which m?n
imjjt follow?
This last question is one which cannot be spoken 1:0 more
than briefly iri this thesis. The entire issue of Ij.b.lic"! authority
is oiie requiriiig its own research., and would still c^qu-'re h response
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Vof each person's faith as to whether society rises and falls for
the reasons pur forth in Scripture. Therefore, tiiis thesis will
restrict itself to attempting to answer the first question presented
above, leaving the second to be resolved by each individual for
himself .
Our problem then, shall involve the follov/ing issues raised
by this question. First, does the Bible provide a moral decision
concerning homosexuality, a point being seriously questioned by
many Christians today? Secondly, if there is such a decision, has
the church properly interpreted that decision? This becomes the
key issue faced by Christians, for when one chooses to be a Christian,
he associates h:imself v/ith nearly two thousand years of Christian
tradition. This tradition m.ust be either accepted or rejected as
the tradition with which we wish to align ourselves. Therefore,
the central thrust of this thesis is: has the Christian church
properly understood the biblical view of homosexuality throughout
church history?
Methodology
To answer the question just posed it was determined that
there should first be an identification and oxai-unation of biblical
passages v:'hich discuss homosexuality-. These were exegeted according
to accepted grammatical and historical principles. Having reached
an interpretation of these passages which satisfied the criteria
established, a stud / X'/as then made of the chuj.ch's interpi etation
of this biblical material thro'ighout history. Tliis ^Iso included
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which must be examined to understand the implications as the church
worked out it? theology through action toward homosexuals. Due
to the author's lack of fluency in Latin, much of the study of the
early and medieval . literature was dependent upon translations of
these sources. Hovjever the translations are standard and reliable
V7orks. Greek sources were studied in the original, and the Latin
at least consulted on key terms.
After this examination was completed, a study was made of
Christian interpretation of the Bible and homosexuality over the
last twenty-five years. This revealed three basic schools of thought
in the church with regard to homosexuality: 1) advocates of the
homosexual lifestyle, 2) those maintaining the possibility of a
homosexual relationship should be considered, and 3) those main
taining Christians must fully reject the hom.osex'ial lifestyle.
Though virtually all relevant literature was studied, only the
major proponents of the three basic schools were finally covered
to make the study of manageable proportions.
Definitions
For this study, there must be an agreement of what is meant
by homosexual. Normal definition is the orientation sexually of
a person towards members of his/her own sex, as opposed to heterosexual
orientation. Hov/ever, it was observed that the Bible speaks
exclusively to homosexual acts , not homosexual orientation. Thus
hom.osGXuality fcr this thesis means active involvement in homosexual
acts unless otherwise clarified.
Chapter 1
THE BIBLICAL VIEW OF HOMOSEXIjALITY
The first step in this study must be to establish whether
the Scriptures speak clearly to the problem of homosexuality. The
question will be: can a close scrutiny reveal reasons and principles
in Scripture concerning homosexuality which roust be maintained
throughout history, or are they now irrelevant? This makes the
underlying thrust of this chapter an effort to see if Scripture
c?n match its claim fcr authority with teaching ttat shows itself
to be tiijeless. Or, on the other hand, will its understanding of
homosexuality be "unscientific" and outdated v.hen compared to our
m.cd3ra medical and sociological understanding of homosexuality.
Only those passages which discuss homosexuality forthrightly
and pass judgment upon it will be discussed. On this basis, the
choice has beer made not to discuss the male cult prostitute in
the Old Testa-'uent here, since the reason for their condemnation
can also be linked more directly to the cultic bans, (See appendix.)
This involves more far-reaching questions than the present discussion
will include. Thus this thesis is an exhaustive discussion of al]
passages v;hich speak directly to the issue. Further, the issue of
homosexuality at Sodom and Gomorrah has been included due to the
prominent position it has taken in the current discussion.
Sodom and Gomorrah
The first possible references to homosexuality in trie
Bible do occur in the narrative of God's judgment upon Sodom and
Gomorrah. A great deal of controversy exists in recent scholarship
as to whether this passage does indeed contain any reference to
homosexuality. Close study shows, however, that this controversy
is not nearly so real as some have been able to make it appear.
The relevant portion of the passage from Gen. 19 is translated
below:
1 And the two angels came to Sodom in the evening, and
Lot was sitting in a gate of Sodom. Then Lot saw and he rose
up to meet them, and bowed his face do\im to the ground. 2 And
he said, "Behold my Lords, turn aside, I pray, to the house of
your servant, and spend the night and wash your feet, then you
may rise up early and go upon your way." And they spoke to him,
"No, for we shall pass the night in the plaza." 3 Then he urged
them greatly, and they turned aside with h�:a and cam.e into his
house. And he made a feast for them, and he baked unleavened
cakes and they ate. 4 They had not lain down and the men of
the city (the men of Sodom) encircled the house, from young
to old, all the people from the extremities. 5 Then they cried
unto Lot and said to him, "Where are the men who entered in
unto you tonight? Bring them out to us, that we might knovz
tliem." 6 A.nd Lot came out the doorway to them, closing the door
behind him. 7 Then he said, "Don't act wickedly, I pray thee,
my brothers. 8 Behold, I have two daughters who have not knox^m
a man; let me bring them out I pray; I shall give them to you,
and you do to them according to what is good in your eyes .
Only to these men do not act in such a manner, for as much as
they have entered the shelter of my roof." 9 And they answered,
"Get out of the way." and they said, "This one entered to sojourn
and acts as a judgeo Now we shall do evil to you in place of
them." Then they pushed against the man, upon Lot, exceedingly,
and they pressed in, in order to break the door. 10 And the
men put out their hands and brought Lot to them in his house,
and they shut the door. 11 And they smote the men at the doorway
of the house with blindness, from small to great, and they were
becoming weary in finding the door'A^sy. 12 Then the men said to
Lot, "Who do you still have here? Your sons, and your daughters,
and all who belong to you in the city, bring out from this place.
13 For we are destroying this place, for great is their cry
befor- the LORD, that the LORD sent us to destroy it," (Gen. 19:1
3The textual variants in cur text are not major, and warrant no
separate discussiou.
The book of Genesis �3 constructed around a problem and
its solution; that is the problem of man's sin (chapters 1-11) and
the solution of God's redemptive plan (chapters 12-50). The
beginning of the solution centers around Abraham and God's covenant
with him in chapter 12-25:11. Abraham enters willingly into God's
covenant plan, which requires faith and obedience on his part, as
clearly shown i.n 12:l--3. It is into this context of covenant
redemption between God and Abraham that Lot is introduced. Stark
contrast is shown between Abraham's faith in God and Lot's need to
place his faith m present security. This is first evident v;hen
Abraham and Lot are forced to part ways in Gen. 13:5-12. Lot makes
his choice based on the quality of the land a.lon^, definite the
wickedness of the cities which are there. By contrast, Abraham
willingly lets Lot choose his portion first, since Abraham knows
his blessing comes from God, and not the quality of material
holdings .
Immediately upon their parting, Lot is thrown back upon
the mercy and graces of Abraham to rescue him from, the choice he
had made when his city is captured by the four kings in chapter 14.
Here again, it is Abraham v7ho is set forth as the m.an of great
faith in God. (cf. 14:17-24) Then for a second time Abrah^am is
forced tn be the rescuer for Lot in chapter 18 as the hOBB reveals
that He is going to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah, where Lot is
dwelling. The narrative makes it clear that Lot was spared because
of Abrah:;v.;i
AThus it came about, when God destroyed the cities of the
valley, that God remembered Abraham, and sent Lot out of the
midst of the overthrow, when He overthrew the cities in which
Lot lived. (Gen. 19:29)
Thus the motif of Lot's trusting in men and material goods displayed
in his inability to leave Sodom without question in chapter 19,
is continually set in contrast to Abraham's faith in God which must
ultimately save Lot from destruction. A legitimate question appears
to be, why is this episode chosen to emphasize the antithesis
between Abraham's belief versus the world's unbelief? This will
be ansvrered as the particular episode in question, 19:1-13, is
examined in depth .
The narrative begins in chapter 19 with the two angels
arriving at Sodom in the evening. The reader is left to make
the connection with the two "men" who had appeared with Yahweh
to Abraham, since they are now first identified as angels. This
identification actuallj'- intensifies the narrative as the -1^'?^
serves as a messenger with a specific purpose in mind. These two
identify that they are sent by Yahweh with a specific reason and
purpose for their mission (v. 13). That they find Lot in the gate
could possibly have significance in relation to his position in
the city, since the city elders gathered there to conduct their
business in the Near East, but the citizens' references to him in
v. 9 seem to render this unlikely. More im.portant is the fact
that Lot does immediately approach the angels to extend his hospi
tality (v. 2). As he approaches, his comments are what we would
"All biblical references from New American Standard version
unle,'i.~ noted as Lting th.: author's translation.
except from the culture, imploring the strangers to turn aside to
his home. What makes it significant is that the city of Sodom will
be shov^n by way of contrast with Lot as inhospitable. The angels,
however, refuse his offer, turning the reader again to their purpose
for having come. They will spend the night in the square, presumably
so they can see if the report of Sodom's wickedness is true (cf.
18:20-21). That iimZl i�> in the emphatic position shows the angels'
resoluteness to carry out their mission. Lot, however, presses
them to stay with him and they concede. The writer is very terse
in this narrative, moving on quickly to the more important matter
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of whether Sodom is to be found righteous or wicked.
Verses 4 and 5 rapidly set the scene, in the enormity of
what is occurring. First, the people's hostile actions are set
sharply against Lot's hospitality in v. 3, when they will not allow
the men to rest from their journey. Secondly, the answer to
Abraham's prayer of chapter 18 is given in the author's double
emphasis that all the men, young and old, from every part of the
city had surrounded the house. FIX]? is frequently used to denote
the outskirts or border of a city or camp, and has here come to
mean all those contained within those borders. As W. Gunther Plant
notes, since this emphasizes that all surrounded the house, it is
^Note how this contrasts with Gen. 23:3-16 v/here the writer
goes to great length in explaining the bantering betx^een Abraham
and Ephron. Here the urgency of the situation does not allow
such an expansion of the narrative.
^Cf. 1 Sam. 9:27; Josh. 4:19, 18:15; Num. 11:1; Judg. 7:17, 19
II Kings 7:58.
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now apparent that not a single righteous man rem.ains in Sodom.
The citizens then take their action in verse 5 which is
of importance for this discussion. Their immediate hostility is
shoTO by their calling out to hirdj �"iKni?''!, as a mob, rather than
peacefully coming to his door to speak to hi.m. This hostility
is heightened by their demand to know where the men are who came
into Lot and the command that Lot bring them out to them. A
cohortativc follows, explaining the purpose of the preceding
im.perative, "bring them out in order that we might know them,"
In other words, the cohortative nyiDI is not a statement of wish
or request, but by being tied to the imperative it shows the
intended consequence. These people have a great personal desire
to "know" these two "men." As Gesenius points out, "^�Thile the
corresponding forms of che indicative rather express the mere
announcement that an action will be undertaken, the cohortative
lays stress on the determination underlying the action, and the
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personal interest in it." It is impossible to move on without
an exact determination of what is meant by yT here.
Up to this point in the narrative, it is known only that
Sodom is a wicked city and is to be judged. Lot's hospitality
has been sharply contrasted with the citizens' rudeness. V/hat then
is their intention in knowing these two men? Two things must be
done to determine this : first., what are the possible meanings of
W. Guuther Plant, Genesis , The Torah, a Ilcdern Commentary,
Vol. I (New York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1974), p. 178.
�'ivilliam Gesenius, Gesenius ' Jlebrevj Gr d.inimar , ed. and enl.irged
by E. K/si'tzscb, trins. b^' A. E. Covjley (2d '�"<�' '^d. � ^'y'^ord : Clarendon
Press, 1910), p. 319.
7HT'; and, second, what is the contextual meaning?
The range of m.eanings in the Old Testament contains five
major groupings: 1) know, perceive, consider, etc., 2) know a
person, be acquainted with, 3) know a person sexually, 4) know how
to do, and 5) have knowledge, be wise. Comparing the context,
only the second and third groups are possibilities. A study of
those Old Testament passages using in the second sense shows
it can be of men becoming acquainted with others and even deeply
knowledgeable of them. Studying the examples of yi'' in the third
sense, it is observed that there are fourteen clear examples of
its being used sexually. In all these cases the meaning is clearly
determined by the context, and nearly all cases by other vocabulary
such as "and she conceived," or "she was a virgin."^ In none of
these fourteen case? is it of a "i?n lying with a man, this occvirring
only in two possible instances, Jud. 19:22 and the instance being
studied. Since the context was the deciding factor for each of
the first fourteen, it V70uld also have to be the deciding factor
in these two cases.
The first question is, how does Lot respond to this demand
of the Sodomites? He proceeds to go outside to talk with them,
which offers no real clue except he is obviously embarrassed by the
demand and wishes to discuss it away from his visitors. But, why
does he go outside by himself rather than introducing his visitors
to the citizens if to be acquainted with the two men is all they are
"^Cf. particularly Gen. 18:9, 29:5; Ex. 1:8; 1 Sam. 2:12, 3:7.
^These are Gen. 4:1, 17, 25, 24:16, 19:8, 38:25; Num. 31:17, 33,
35; J-.id. 11:39, 19:25, 21:11; I Sam. 1:19; I Kings 1:4.
8demanding? This brings out the further question, what is wicked
in their wanting "to know" these two men? Could a desire to become
acquainted with them be construed as acting wickedly? yyi in the
H stem as it stands here can take on the active sense of injure
or hurt as well as do evil or act wickedly. Seeing the size and
emotions of the crowd, could Lot have been fearful they would hurt
the two men? If so, how would that connect with a desire to become
acquainted with them? Or what other action could be wicked in his
sight? It appears v. 8 must give the answer to this question. He
continues his speech by bringing in his two daughters who "have not
knov7n a man." This is one of the fourteen cases where their "not
knoxv'ing a man" is not further explained to mean sexually, being
implicitly understood as the only logical meaning of the author.
He asks permission to bring his daughters cut that the Sodomites
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can do with them v/hatever they desire. Thus Lot has directly tied
the Sodomites' desire '"to know" the two men vjith the possibility
of their being allovsd to rape his daughters. This sets the entire
passage in the context of a desire for a sexual act on the part of
the Sodomites. That this is true is reemphasized by asking them
not to behave towards these men in such a manner. What manner
does he mean? Obviously that manner he is willing to allow them
to act tovrard his daughters!
The context must then conclusively argue for yT in the
sexual sense. Any ambiguity is resolved by its parallel use in
g
Note that here the cohortative is used to ask permission
since no controlling verb is present, by way of direct contrast
to the SodoFdte'- deinai-rTng action on Lot's part.
9verse 8 where it must be understood sexually, since it is incon
ceivable that Lot's daughters were unacquainted with any men. That
yi' should be understood sexually is the unanimous decision of all
commentaries on the topic. Lange, rather than questioning the
sexual connotations of 3/77 , sees it as significant the author
would use this term, normally used of intimate sexual knowledge
between a man and a woman. "It is a mark of their depravity that
they seek pleasure in the violation of nature, and have their vile
passions excited by the look or thought of heavenly beauty."^
Von Rad even goes so far as to emphasize the angels would have been
"young men in their prime, whose beauty particularly initiated
evil desires . "�'�'^ According to Keil, the sin of pederasty was very
common am.ong the Canaanites, citing for his proof of this practice
Lev. 18:22 and 20:13'''' and Skinner says sodomy v/as "viewed by Israel
1 2
as the lov7est depth of corruption." Although the intensity of
these views may be based more on the writers' personal abhorrence
of homosexuality than on the text itself, the essential point is
that all modern commentators, up until very recent tim.es, have been
in agreement with the meaning which we have derived from the text.
The author continues the narrative with the citizens ordering
qJohn P- Lange, Genesis, or the First Book of Moses, trans, by
T. Lewis and A. Gosman (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Pub. House, 1960),
p. 437.
�'�^^Gerhard Von Rad, Genesis: a Commentary, trans, by John H.
Marks, (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1961), p. 212.
^'C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament,
I (Grand Rapids: W. B. Eerdmans, 1978), 233.
�""�Joan Skinner. ^ Critical and Exegetic_al_ Coijjfieirt
Ge-nesis (Edinburgh; T. G T. Clark, 1930), p. 307.
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Lot to stand aside and charging the door, forcing the two angels
to pull Lot into the house. The angels then smite ths- men at the
doorway with sudden blindness. The verb for this action occu. s
only here and in II Kings 6:18, both miraculous events. Loc is
told to gather all his people in the city to bring them out as
the angels declare to him for the first time what their mission was
in coming to Sodom.
The angels' use of HpyX to describe the outcry of Sodom
before God is a unique use, normally intended as a cry of distress.
This causes one to think perhaps irony was intended on the part of
the author as the citizens of Sodom sink deeper into their sin.
The remainder of the chapter deals with Lot's hesitancy to leave,
the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah by God, and as Derek Kidner
notes, "the utter disintegration of Lot's fc.^J.ly as a result of
his living in Sodom.
"^^ The two questions which must now be asked
are, 1) why is this incident of judgment recorded by the author of
Genesis ^ and 2) why is the incident betvieen the angels and the
Sodomites in verse 5 related?
It must first be remembered that the context of chapter 19
is within God's covenant redemption being ^offered through Abraham.
In contrast to Abraham is Lot, who does not understand or partake
of the covenant, though he has seemingly been affected by Abraham's
righteousness. This is displayed in his hospitable actions extended
to the two travelers coming to Sodom versus the activity of all the
ot];er citizens. Thus the judgment here is drawing the sharp
'^"^Derek Kidner, Gene_sis : an Introduction and_ Coirnieiitarj;
(Downers Grove, 111.: Inte'r- "srsity PressV 1?67)', p. 134^
1distinction between Abraham as the man of faith receiving blessing;
Lot, who does not apprehend what he has seen; and Sodom, which is
in total rebellion against God. This is certainly the view Ezekiel
had of Sodom as shown in Ezek. 16:49: "Behold this was the guilt
of your sister Sodom: she and her daughters had arrogance, abundant
food, and careless ease, but she did not help the poor and the needy
The Sodomites had come to feel there was no standard above themselve
feeling secure in their rebellious ways. This must be a major
factor of God's judgment upon them! None x^as left among their
citizens, save Lot as a sojourner, to raise a voice in defense of
these travelers seeking rest in their city.
The sin of Sodom consisted not only in what its people did..
but in what they failed to do. Thus, no one raised his voice
in protest when the crowd molested Lot's guests. Failure to
protect is to participate in the sin of the community.
Keil states :
Even to the present day the Dead Sea, with the sulphureous
vapour x-zhich hangs about it, the great blO'cks of saltpetre and
sulphur xjhich lie on every hand, and the utter absence of the
slightest trace of animal and vegetable life in the waters,
are a striking testimony to this catastrophe, which is held up
�n both the Old and New Testaments as a fearfully solemn
judgment of God for the warning of self-secure and presumptuous
sinners .
Sodom was an example of what happened to those who continued to
reject God's offer of renev/ed relationship with Him. Wliy then the
inclusion of the attempt to force homosexual acts upon the two argel
by the citizens?
It must certainly be seen as the symptom of a society which
�"^Plaut, Genesis , p. 187.
op. ci t . . p . 236 .
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has become totally wicked in its rejection, of God. The Sodomites'
attempted act attests at once to a perversion of God's design for
His creation sexually and socially, thus showing the depth of
depravity to which this city had sunk. It is important to note,
however, that hom.osexuality is only a final symptomi of a decaying
society, not the cause of- it.
The Law and Hom-osexuality
The only direct judgments against homosexuality in and of
itself are contained in the Law. Both of these occur in the Holiness
Code of Leviticus, being Lev. 18:22 and 20:13.
Lev. 18:22 is set in the context of God's concern that
Israel not partake of certain sins of the Canaanites when they enter
the land. The major portion of the chapter is concerned with incest
of various types. Then beginning with v. 19, several specific
sins are dealt with involving: v. 19, intercourse during the menstrual
period; v. 20, adultery; v. 21, offering children to Molech; v. 22,
sodoDiy; and v. 23, bestiality. The remainder of the chapter ties
to the beginning verses, telling the Israelites that it is for
these things God is casting the Canaanites out of the land. They
are solemnly v/arned that they shall share the same fate if they also
partake of these sins. Having seen the context, here is the
translation:
22 And with a male you shall not lie as the lying do\vn with
a female, it is an abomination. 23 And v/ith all animals you
shall not give your copulation to become unclean with it, and
a woman shall not stand before an animal to stretch out for
copulation with it, it is a confusion, 24 Do not make yourselves
unclean by any of these things, for with all these things the
nation? m^'^e ij^^m'^elves unclean xjhich I gm dfi^'in?^ out before
you. 25 For the land has become unclean, and I am visiting
13
its iniquity upon it, so that the. land has spewed out its
Inhabitants. 26 But you keep my statutes, and my judgments,
and do not do according to al] these abominations, neither the
native, nor the sojourner sojourning in the midst of you.
27 For all these abominations the men who were before you in
the land did, and the land became unclean. 28 Then the land
will not spew you out in your defilement of it, as it spewed
out the nations which were before you. 29 For any who is acting
according to any of these abominations, the persons acting
thusly shall be cut off from among their people. 30 So keep
my charge, do not do according to the abominable statutes
which they did before you, and you shall not defile yourself
with them., I am the LORD God.
As V. 22 contains no textual variants, the text will be
immediately studied. What strikes one in reading v. 22 is the use
of IDT in place of E"Kj making the the distinction between male and
female sharper. "131 is constantly used in the Old Testament for
male gender versus female gender, and though never acquiring this
meaning in Hebrew, its Arabic cognate dakar came to mean "penis. "^^^
Thus it is made very clear that the male and female roles are not to
be exchanged in any way. The construction invoiva.ng the finite
form of 22&' with the participle shows it is the imitation of how
a man lies with a woman which is being spoken of here. This would
emphasize the distinction of the sexes, not to be mixed. VJliat is
the reason for this?
The Law states the reason as being that to do such is ray ili ,
an abomination. An abomination can first be that which is simply
unacceptable to a particular culture, a good example of this use
being Gen. 46:33-34;
33 And it shall come about when Pharaoh calls you and says,
"What is yoxir occupation?" 34 that you shall say. ''Your servants
have, been keepers of livestock from our youth even until now.
"'�^'Ld'ward W. Lane, Arabic-English Leisicon, IX (Ncv; York: F.
Ungar Pub. , 1955) , 970.
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both we and our fathers," that 3'ou may live in the land of
Goshen; for every shepherd is loathsome (an abomination) to the
Egyptians .
But its meaning goes much deeper when used in the context of God's
laws. Wenham says niyin is from a root meaning "to hate" or "abhor,"
thus "an abomination is literally something detestable and hated by
God (e.g. Prov. 6:16, 11 :1)."'''^ Even beyond this, it is set against
that which is righteous, true and just. Illustrating this are:
For the crooked man is an abomination to the Lord; but he
is intimate with the upright. (Prov. 3:22)
He who justifies the wicked, and he who comdenms the righteous,
both of them alike are an abomination to the Lord. (Prov. 17:13)
You shall not have in your bags differing weights, a large and
a small . . . For everyone who does these things, everyone who
acts unjustly is an abomination to the LORD your God. (Deut.
35:13, 16)
Thus niyin com.es ultimately to mean that which is a lie or a
perversion of truth and God's proper order for His creation. This
then has serious implications when tied to a man lying V7ith another
as an imitation of the way a man lies with a woman. This is a lie
and a perversion of God's intended order. It is not accidental that
the next law then deals with bestiality, and that it is "7111 or a
"confusion." The only other occurrence of this word is in Lev. 20:12,
where it is used of a man having intercourse with his daughter; again
both are a perversion of God's created order. That '72ri would be used
somev7hat parallel with iliyin then gives further understanding of why
homosexual acts are seen as a sin worthy of the nation being cast
out cf the land. J. R. Porter states that, "Homosexuality and
W.
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bestiality bring about uncleanness because they are a violation
of nature : men should only have intercourse with wom.en and human
beings with human beings." The further implication of this law
for the church today will be discussed after Lev. 20:13 is examined.
The context of 20:13 is very similar to that of 18:22, the
significance of which will be discussed below. In this passage,
20:1-5 deals with Moloch worship, 20:6-8 with mediums and spirits,
20:9 with cursing one's mother or father, 20:10-12 with adultery
and incest, 20:13 with sodomy, 20:14 with incest, and 20:15-16 with
bestiality. Only verse 13 is here translated:
And a man who lies with a male as one lies with a woman,
the two of them have done an abomination, they shall surely be
put to death. Their blood is upon them.
The major portion of the law is not different from 18:22,
but there is a significant addition. Here the death penalty is
given for this sin, as it is for many other sins in this chapter.
In prescribing this penalty' it is made emphatic by the use of the
finite Hp stem of mD, causative/passive in meaning, preceded hy
the infinitive absolute; the meaning is thus, "dying, they shall
be caused to die." This is made doubly emphatic by the pronouncem.ent
"Their blood is upon them." Why this extreme penalty and pronounce
ment upon those who vjould commit homosexual acts? To fully under
stand this, the entire book of Leviticus must be carefully examined
as to the nature of its laws and the weight attached to them..
The laws which are of interest to this discussion begin in
chapter 11, since the sacrifices and priesthood of chapters 1-11 are
1 8
J. R. Porter, Leviticus (Cambridge: Universitv Press,
1976), p. 148.
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clearly stated by the New Testament is to be superseded in the church
by Jesus the new High Priest. Chapter 16 similarly deals with cultic
law, the day of atonem.ent , v/hirh is superseded fcr the Christian.
What then lies between chapters 10 and 16? In chapter 11, the
animals which are V'i"^, unclean or detestable, are listed, and are
said to make one KW , or ceremonially unclean. Chapter 12 deals
with how a woman is to be cleansed from her menstrual period, as
it also makes her KW' Chapters 13 and 14 deal with leprosy
and chapter 15 with various bodily discharges, all of which also
make one HW. HW is indeed a highly cultic word, as 61% of its
occurrences are in Leviticus. A thorough study of its use in the
Old Testament shows it to be that which makes one unacceptable
in God's eyes. This uncleanness can hov7ever have varying degrees
of seriousness. A study of chapters 11-13 show that these offenses
rendered one unfit for participation in the cult. Since the cult
has been superseded in the Christian church, these laws V7ere of
only temporary significance to God's people. However, their
significance vjas important. As God's people were daily aware of
the need to be clean to participate in the v/orship of Yahvreh, they
were shotTn that a clean or holy God required a clean or holy people.
Thus it appears that they v/ere object lessons set forth to teach
Yahweh' s people what purity means. There was nothing intrinsically
immoral about these acts or occurrences in and of themselves.
Thus they are part of this cultic system established in Leviticus
1-16, which has been superseded in Christ.
As one begins to study chapter 17, however, there is a major
shift in ton-^ as v/ell as in the seriousness attached to the offenses
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here. This chapter deals with obedience in following the cultic
practices which God has laid out. Those who are not obedient
are said to have their bloodguiltiness upon them and are to be
cut off from Israel (cf. v. 4 and 9). Thus when God has set out
a prescribed order in worship, it is to be followed. Chapter 18
then moves to seemingly even more serious offenses, as the actions
here forbidden are ties directly to the practices of the Egyptians
and Canaanites, as noted above. Stronger language is used such as
nni, or wickedness (v. 17) and niyifi, or abomination (v. 22, 26,
27, etc., cf. above discussion). Verse 24 ties all these back
to the concept of HW, but clearly at a more serious level. These
are not a tem.porary uncleanness, as in chapters 11-15, but cause a
permanent severing between the ones practicing such deeds and God.
Chapter 19 then lists several laws required of Israel if they are
to be holy as Yahweh is holy, but no penalties are laid down and
the chapter seems to be a mixture of m.ore and less serious laws.
Again, some of these appear to serve rather as object lessons, such
as not mixing two kinds of material or breeding tvTO kinds of
cattle (19:19). God has set an order which is not to be confused.
By contrast to 19, chapter 20 takes up again with laws which use
strong language concerning both the wickedness of the actions
condemned and the punishment for them. These are again said to be
the customs of the nations being driven out before Israel, and the
death penalty is imposed for nearly all of them. Then chapters 21-25
return to those laws of holiness which are concerned mostly with
what can make one temporarily unclean before the Lord- and with cultic
details. Findly chapter 26 returns to the severe language of 17,
18
18, and 20, stressing what will happen to Israel if they are disobedient
to God's laws which have been laid dovm. Chapter 27 is an appendix on
vows, that does not affect this discussion. Seeing then that some
sections of this l&w code are treated as much movp serious offenses,
bringing much more severe punishment, the question is why? What
sets chapters 17, 18, and 20 apart, besides the stronger language of
condemnation and more severe punishments?
As already noted, chapter 17 deals with disobedience to
the cultic law as God has laid it down, emphasizing the singleness
of V7orship required by Yahweh. This goes beyond those lav:'s prescribing
how the people can maintain ceremonial cleanness, stressn'.ng the
obedience which only one God can deserve and will receive if a
people are to be His people. Only He can set forth the way in
which He is to be worshipped, and no false gods are to be set up
beside Him. From the context of worshipping�only as the one true
God has said He is to be v/orshipped� the lav/s ;.hca take up a discus
sion about the Israelites keeping themselves pure from what the
Egyptians and Canaanites have done. Chapter 18 involves more than
just separateness for the sake of separateness ; it is rather
following God's statutes versus the statutes of the nations around
them. In 18:24-30, it is explained that the prohibited practices
have made these nations unclean because the practices are abominations.
Here the law has moved beyond the cultic uncleanness of chapters
11-15. This uncleanness brings the wrath of God in judgment for
the people's iniquity, ]iy. As a result of this judgment, the
land, which was also defiled, is spev^ing cut its inhabitants.
Civcu the Ui'iJcj. s tanding of n2.yLi outlined abv^ve, this context then
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shews that these practices actually go directly against God's
appointed order. The prohibition of them is more than Yahweh just
wanting this people to realize they are a separate people unto
Him. To practice these abominations actually goes against the truth
of God which He has ordered for His creation. This is the same
context we find in chapter 20, God's true order for creation
versus the abominable ways the nations surrounding Israel have come
to use that creation.
It shotild by now be clear that the laws dealt with in certain
chapters of Leviticus are of permanent value to the people of God,
not just in portraying of principles of holiness, but as actual
requirements for the holy life. Chapters 18 and 20 are indeed the
major chapters to be understood as such, reaching to the very
heart of God's intended order for His creation which cannot be
violated by any culture at any time. For God then, homosexual
acts are always an abomination, or perversion of truth.
Paul's Writings
Like Genesis, Romans is a book written about a problem and
its solution. The problem as set out in chapter 1:18-3:20 is the
universal sinfulness of mankind. The solution is set forth in
3:21-8:32 as being justification by faith alone in Jesus Christ
leading one into the Spirit em.powered life. Chapters 9-11 then
discuss how the Jews fit into this scheme, and 12-15 discuss the
expected results of this new life in Jesus Christ. Paul, in
proving the universality of sin in 1:18-3:20, shov/s hox,7 both
Gentiles and Jews are sinners needing redemption. It in in the
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SGctio-a discussing vhy the Gentiles should be seen as sinners,
1:18-32, that the issue of homosexuality surfaces. The translation
follows :
18 For the wrath of God is being revealed fromi heaven
against all godlessness and unrighteousness of men, who are
suppressing t'-^e truth by means of unrighteousness, 19 Since that
which can be known concerning God is clear within them: for God
revealed it to them. 20 For from the creation of the world
His invisible attributes were being perceived in the mind's
understanding by things created; that is. His eternal power and
divinity, so that they are without excuse; 21 For though they
knev; God. they did not honor Him as God, nor v/orship Hi;;:, but
became futile in their reasonings and their foolish hearts
became darkened. 22 Asserting to be wise, they became foolish,
23 and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for the image
of the likeness of perishable man and birds and four-footed
creatures and reptiles. 24 Therefore God gave them over to the
desires of their hearts, unto immorality, that their bodies
be treated sham>efully among them, 25 who exchanged the truth
of God for a lie, and worshipped and served the creature in
place of the creator. (Who is blessed forever, Amen.)
26 Because of this God gave them over to shameful passions;
for their women exchanged the natural relations for that
against nature, 27 and likewise the men v/ere abandoning the
n"tural relations with women, being enf lamed with their desires
for one another, men with men committing the shameless deed
and receiving the necessary penalty of their error in themselves.
A summary outline of 1:18-32 shows that verses 18-23
explain why the Gentiles are judged to be sinful and verses 24-32
display the lifestyle which grev; out of their sinfulness. Then
within the verses dealing v/ith this lifestyle of rebellion against
God are verse? 26-27, xjhich show homosexuality as part of this
lifestyle. First let us examine why the Gentiles \jcre judged
sinful .
Verso 18 suTiimarizes the entire movement, that God's wrath
is coming down or. godless men v/ho suppress the truth by means of
unrighteousness, Paul proceeds in verses 19-23 to prove that the
Gentiles are indeed godless and have suppressed the t:. ./cli. His
first point in versts 19 ana 20 is that they did have tae truth
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given to them, via natural revelation. The creation bespeaks an
eternal divine being capable of creating it, leaving them with no
opportunity to say they didn't have a chance to see and understand
the truth. Verses 21-23 then show in v/hat manner it was they
suppressed the truth. The first step was not giving God his rightful
place as God, and thanking Him for the blessings of creation.
Having removed God as the cause of their being, they then began
to attem.pt reasoning out the cause of the world minus God, but
Paul says their reasonings were futile. Since they had laid aside
the light of God's truth offered, their hearts were darkened,
they were actually fools. The final stage in this suppression
process V7as the placing of the creation in the place of the Creator,
a point Paul reemphasizes in verse 25. Thus Paul demonstrates
how an idolatrous society, by their very idolatry, attests to the
fact they have rejected the knowledge of the true God. VJhat then
is the result of this suppression of the truth? It is that stated
by Paul in. verse 18, the wrath of God revealed from heaven. The
subject then of verses 24-32 is the form that wrath has taken.
Paul begins the next paragraph with the strongest inferential
conjunction possible, 6lo, to show the result of the Gentiles
rebelling against God and suppressing Kis truth. "Therefore God
gave them over to the desires, eTtuSuuta, of their hearts unto
immorality." (v. 24) "In Greek philosophy eitbSuyLa is the vjayward-
ness of m^an in conflict with his rationality. It is estimated
ethically rather than religiously."^^ These desires are those
^Heim.iT.n M. F- Buchsel, " cuL^upba," Theological Diccionary
of the New Testament, III (Grand Rapids, Mich.; W. B. Eerdmans,
1965) ; p. 171.
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which drive man toward food, sexual satisfaction, etc. To most
Greek philosophers, it was important to control this drive, though
it was not originally a moral issue. However, in LXX usage eituduyLa
is regarded as an offense against God, who demands total obedience
from His people and love from the whole heart. As it came into New
Testament usage possible meanings include both a morally neutral
desire, such as for foodj and an evil desire. The second is the
most coraraon meaning. Buchsel sums up:
The essential point is enuvupua is that it is desire as
impulse, as a motion of the will. It is in fact, lust, since
the thought of satisfaction gi.ves pleasure and that of non-
on
o I
satisfaction pain.'^^^
These lusts had become the controlling force in these men's lives
according to Paul, lusts which led into immorality, aKaSapatav.
This word also has an interesting background in the LXX, as it was
used to translate HW, There it carried those cultic implications
of that which makes one impure and unable to participate among
God's people. It is further used in Proverbs to translate myVfi
(cf. Prov. 5:16), again that which goes against God's truth. In
Hellenistic Judaism it begins to develop further along moral lines
2 1
vzithout cultic implications, and comes "to denote licentiousness."
Hauck states that in the New Testament there is a total shift from
22
ceremonial uncleanness to a lack of spiritual sanctif ication. This
then is the judgment of God upon them, to give them over to the
control of their own crooked, wicked ways, so that their bodies will
^^Ibid., p. 171.
^�'priedr-'ch Hauck, "av.aOapauav ," TDNT , III, 428.
^^Ibid.
be treated shamefully among themselves.
Whj' had God given them up to these lusts? The reason is
reiterated by Paul in v. 25, they had exchanged the truth for a lie.
This thought ties back to the process Paul elaborated in v. 21-23,
being the final step in putting the creation in the rightful place
of the Creator. Paul now shows the ultimate outworking of this
to be worshipping (ae^'x) and serving (Xarpeuo)) the creature rather
than the creator. Sego) was used by classical writers to denote
awe of something, but not in a fearful sense. The LXX used it only
infrequently J and then in an altered sense, for 3/1'. Werner
Foerster says that in Greek usage it came to mean worship, and worship
that involves acts. This is how he understands Paul using it in
this passage, especially since it is referring to Gentile worship,
23
and this V7as their concept of worship. The parallel use of Aarpcuw
further explains what Paul means here, as in the LXX this word
had come to have religious significance. \An:ierever "TUV was used
with cultic connotations, Aarpeuu translates it, otherwise 6ouXeueLV
was used. "One m.ust say that it has sacral significance. Aaxpeueuv
means m.ore precisely to serve or worship cultically, especially
by sacrifice." The Gentiles had then, in their suppression of
truth, begun to offer their religious service to the creature rather
than the Creator, but even that religion has lost the significance
of fear involved in worship of the Creator.
To introduce his next thought, Paul again uses an inferential
Werner Foerster, "acgopat, acBoCoyat," TDNT, VII, 172.
"Hermann Strathmann, "AaToeuaj, Aatpeta,, " TDNT. IV. 60.
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construction, 6ta touto, which is the equivalent of 6to. Now
he is expressing the result of the Gentiles worshipping the creature
in God's place. The same formula is used, "God gave them over,"
this time to sham.eful or degrading passions. Lenski says the use
of Tta-dos means something even m.ore powerful than eutSuyta in
25
V. 24, and Arndt and Gingrich state that these passions are
"esp. of a sexual nature." Further defining these passions is
aTtuuas , serving as a genitive of quality, showing that these
passions bring shame or disgrace upon the person possessed by them.
Tap then introduces the clause v/hich specifies what these "shameful
passions" are. "For their women exchanged the natural relations
for that against nature, and likewise the men were abandoning the
natural relations with women . . .." Immediately the question is,
what does Paul mean by "natural relations," and "against nature?"
The words being used are (puaus and cpuatxos, which have
basically the same set of meanings. In classical usage, cpuats could
mean: 1) origin, and of a person, birth , 2) natural form or
constitution of a person or thing as the result of growth, or 3)
regular order of nature. (|uaus is nonexistent in the LXX except
for those apocryphal books which were written in Greek. Here it
is used of water which forgets its nature is to put out fire
(Wisd. 19:20), a mother's innate love for her children and brothers'
innate love for one another. (IV Mace, 13:27 and 16:3), among
Pv. C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Paul's Epistle to
the Romans (Minneapolis: Augsburg Pub. House, 1961), pp. 112-13.
^^Uillicim F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gin-rich, A Greek Englirh
Lexicon of the New Testament and other Early Cnristian Literature
(2d ed. ; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973), p. 602.
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other uses. This full range of meanings comes into the New Testam,ent.
II Pet. 2:12 speaks of the instincts of animals bringing out the
innate concept. Gal. 2:15 speaks of those who are ''Jews by nature,"
in other words by origin of birth. Gal. 4:8 speaks of being in
bondage to those who are "by nature no gods" and Eph. 2:3 of those
who were "by nature children of wrath." Again here we have the
constitution of a person. Most interesting is James' use of it to
mean "every kind of beast and bird , . ." in 3;7.
Given this range for cpuats, and Paul's context of rejecting
the Creator, his intention must be that of having given up the
created order, which is called nature . These men and women, in
exchanging God's truth for a lie, have pushed their foolishness
to the next step of exchanging God's created natural order for
disorder, that xjhich is "against nature." This had its outworking
then in lesbian and homosexual acts, which Paul makes clear had
come to control them. He states the men were inflamed or consumed,
r.MKatw, by these desires for one another. This does not speak
of men who are heterosexual just getting some sexual thrills from
homosexuality. Rather these men are controlled totally by this
desire, it is the driving force in their lives. That Paul further
sees the homosexual acts themselves as v/rong is stressed in his calling
them "the thameless deed," for which they received the "necessary
penalty of their error." If they insist on following this path
of exchanging the truth for a lie, then they are receiving what
they must as the result of their action. William Shcdd sums up
the recompense as being "the gnawing unsatisfied lust itself,
together with the dreadful physical and moral conseqxiences of
debauchery. "^^ Botn Lenski and F. F. Bruce feel rendering TiXavn
as "error" here is not strong enough; but it should better be
understood as "aberration" or "perversion." These flesh out the
nature of the error, but the English reader should probably receive
them as marginal readings to properly understand the intention
of r.XavT] in this passage.
Having set forth this single example of the results of
the Gentiles exchanging the truth for a lie, Paul then again
repeats his formula and sets forth further results. In v. 28 to
reemphasize their desertion . once again he states, "And just as
they did not see fit to acknowledge God any longer, God gave them
over to a depraved mind, to do those things which are not proper."
He then virtually lists every form of socially destructive sin
vjhich one can thinl: of.
Having studied the context, and examined v. 26 and 27
themselves, only one conclusion can be reached. The man or woman
v7ho commits him/herself to hom.osexual practices is going against
the intended use of his/her sexuality according to God's created
order in nature. The attempt to rationalize this conduct has grown
out of the progression shown in v. 18-23, which placed man and his
"wisdom" in God's rightful place. And the end result of the
rejection of God and his truth is ultimately total disintegration
of society. It is clear that Paul saw homosexuality being accepted
as one symprom of a society in this state of rejection by God,
"''william G. T. Shedd, A Critical and Doctrinal Commentary to
tne Romans (New York: C Scribners and Sons, 1879), p. 1A2,
^h-cv^^:i. op. cit., p. 115, and F. F. Bruce, The Epietle of
Paul to tlie Rcn'ic'in� (Grand Rapids, Mich.: W. 3. Eerdmaus, 1963), p. 8
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I Ccrinthians 6:9
Chapter 6 of I Corinthians is in the section of Paul's
epistle in v/hich he is addressing problems of the Corinthian church
which have been brought to his attention. In this chapter, the
discussion is of Christians taking one another to court rather than
solving their disputes within the church. His argument against
going to secular courts has taken a turn in v. 8, where he has
stated that rather than living by principles of Christian love
with their brothers (cf. v. 7) they are actually defrauding one
another. It is then in this context that he proceeds to remind
them of the type of company they are in if they continue to defraud
their Christian brothers.
9 Or do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit �
the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived; neither fornicators,
nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor catamites, nor sodomites, 10 nor
thieves J nor covetous persons, or drunkards, or revilers, or
robbers shall inherit the kingdom of God. 11 And such were
some of you; but you have been set free, but you have been
sanctified, but you have been justified by the word of the Lord
Jesus Christ and the Spirit of our God.
Two statements are immediately made by Paul about the group
in discussion. First they are unrighteous. Second, they shall not
inherit the kingdom of God, AStxos is the opposite of dtxatos >
which involves living according to the laws of God and "not violating
the sovereignty of God," thus these people are those who go con
trary to God and His righteousness. As such they are barred from
possessing and participating (MAnpovopeo)) in the kingdom of God.
The list of sins included in v. 9 is interestingly very similar to
that found in Lev. chapters 18 and 20. Those vjho misuse their
AriK'L aud Gingrich, Greek Lngli-sh Lexicon, p. . 197.
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sexuality are joined v/ith those who deny God by idol V7orship, a
similar point to that of Rom. 1:18-32. In this verse we find two
terms which have been traditionally interpreted to refer to the
committing of homosexual acts, paXaxos and cxpaevoxotTog . The
English versions handle these words in so many different ways,
it is necessary to do a thorough investigation into their meaning.
MaXaJiOS occurs only three times in the New Testament,
so the external sources must be consulted to determine its possible
range. In classical writings it was used of persons and their
modes of life. A person could be said to be weak in battle, or
30
even morally weak. The LXX only has 3 uses, tv/o translating :1T,
to speak softly (Job 40:27; Frov. 25:25), and once translating
D'nn*? nn.'!), as dainty morsels (to be eaten, Prov. 26:22). The
greatest assistance comes from Hellenistic usage, where it is more
frequently used to describe individuals. Dio Chrysostom. says, "If
you give thought ot learning you will be called simple minded and
31
paAaKos," probably weak or soft. Likewise Diogenes Laertius
relates a story of Cleanthes the philosopher who claimed he could
tell any man's occupation just by looking at him. Some fellows
managed to stump him with a country man, but as the man was leaving
32
he sneezed, to which Cleanthes replied, "he is uaAaKos." I-That
^"^H. G. Liddell and R.. Scott, A Greek English Lexicon, rev. by
H. S. Jones, II (Oxford: Clarendon Press , 1940), 1077.
31
Dio Chrysostom, The Roman Antiquities of Dio Chrysostom,
trans. Lamar Crosby (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1951), V, 112-13.
^9
�"Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Eirjninent Philosopners , trans.
p p c; (C'^rb'*''^* dge Mes*' . : H'^rvc*rd Uni'"^i'^it^^ Press , 19'-' "�) ,
II, 27�-79.
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this offers us along with Dio Chrysostom' s is that it was viewed
as an insult to call a man yciAa>iO� , The most light however, is
shed by Dionysius of Halicarnassus :
The tyrant 'of Cumai at that time was Aristodemus. the sox^
of Aristccrates , a man of no obscure birth, who was called by
the citizens Malacus or "Effeminate"�a nickname which in tame
came to be better known than his own naroe-~either because when
a boy he was effeminate and allowed himself to be treated as
a woman, as some relate, or because he was of a mild nature
and slow to anger. -^-^
Dionysius' second meaning agrees V7ith that of Job 49:27 and Prov.
25:15, while the first introduces a new concept which seems to heve
developed from the classical meanings. Coming to the New Testament,
two of the uses are for soft clothing (Matt. 11:8, Luke 7:25)
leaving only I Cor. 6:9 to determane the meaning.
How then is 6:9 to be understood? First would be the
context, V7hich is sexual, the lollovTlng word actually meaning a
man who lies with a man. This would definitely favor a sexual
underotanding. Secondly is the Vulgate translation of molles.
Mollesco is "to become soft, to become gentle" or "effeminate.
unm.anly - "�^'^ This came to be equated with English "catamite," or
one v7ho allows himself to be abused sexually by other men. Most
commentators who address the question understand it in this sense,
though Lenski wishes to ta'tce it as a voluptuary. However, to do
-^�^Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
trans. E. Carey (Cambridge, Mass,: Harvard University Press, 1943),
IV, 150-51.
Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short. A Latin Dictionary
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1879), p. 1158.
C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Pnijl s First
House, lyCi), &. 248.
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this, he ignores the Vulgate, the sense of softness or weakness,
and Dionysius' rendering in Hellenistic Greek. Before fully settling
the question, it v^ould be good to look at apacvoxcuTriS.
This word \fas non-existent in classical Greek, though Liddell
36
and Scott cite one occurrence of apaevoKotxos for sodomite. In
Hellenistic and LXX Greek there are no occurrences either. Theodor
Nageli states that the word first occurs among the poets of the
37
Imperial period, but gives only citations from. early church fathers.
The fact is that Paul vjas in the forefront in using apaevoMOtTfis,
and the fathers give us clear indication of what he meant. Origen,
commienting on Prov. 7:12 says:
Those wandering in the broad way, adulterers and fornicators
and thieves, are taking argument; but those outside this v/andering
which goes against natural pleasure, seeking to commit sodomiy,
and others, are giving up reality, receiving illusions . . ..^^
The traditional understanding of apaevoxotxps is used here in
translating, since Origen is clearly linking apaevoHOtxns with
Romi. 1:26 by his use of irapacpuabv. Eusebius understands it the
same way, speaking of Moses commanding the people not to "commit
adultery, nor sodomy, nor that which pursues against natural pleasure,
death being the punishment brought upon those who are transgressing
thusly.
" He has linked apoxvoxouxriS not only to Rom. 1:26,
�^^Liddcll and Scott, op. cit., I, 246.
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Theodor Nageli, Der Uortschatz des Apostels Paulus
(Goettingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1905), p. 46.
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Origen, Expositio in Proverbia, ed. J. -P. Migne, Patro-
logiae Graecae, Vol. XVII (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, n.d.),
col. 181 B.
39
E-jsebius, Jemcnisrrat^onis_ E^^^ ed. J.-P- Migne,
Patrolcgiac Graeciic, Vol.
'
XXI (Turnhcut, Belgium: Brepols, n.d.),
col. 65 'c.
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but even, more importantly to Lev. 20:13. This link agrees with
John Oswalt's statement that in using apacvc-KotroSj Paul was
using the Hebrew terrnlnology of Leviticus, "a man v7ho lies with a
man.""^^ A further -citation supporting this view is from the
sixth century writer Joannis Malalae, who places aparvoKOtrris in
41the same context as �itab6epaaTLa. Having this understanding
of apoevo/vOoTHSy It seens likely that Godet sees what Paul intended,
classing these as two groups of homosexuals, yaAaxos being the
passive partner, while apaevoxotxps is the aggressive partner.
It definitely secm^s more appropriate to keep them separated into
tvjo groups, rather than combining them, into one word, as many
versions do.
It is significant to this thesis in general that Paul does
not stop his thought here. Feather he continues to state that some
of the Corinthians had been engaged in these various sins, but
V7ero set free from them. Peter Zaas concluded from Paul's comments
that:
We must take into account, however, the phrase with which
Paul closes his vice-catalogue, kai tauta tine ete , "and some
of you were these.'' Here is the closest evidence that Paul has
selected those vices from his primary list that most closely
apply in his Corinthian audience. While Paul's use of this
phrase in no way proves that the Corinthian church condoned
any cf the vices in 6:9f, it does indicate that Paul is
^*^John Osx7alt, "Homosexuality: Two Perspectives," j^axighters
of Sarah, (November-December, 1977), p. 4. Written in dialogue
with Virginia Mollenkott and Letha Scanzoni.
^�'^ Joannis lialaiae, Chronographia, ed. J.-P. Kigne, Patrologiae
Graecae, Vol. XCVII (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, n.d.), col. 644 B.
^ 2
Frede-Lic L. Godet, ^omrnentary cn Fiif.t Corinthians
(Grand k^^oids? Kregel Puhlicati ons 197/) p, 29h.
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addressing real or potential abuses of his ethical message,
not citing primitive tradition by rote. The baptismal reference
that follows points clearly to the radical nature of Paul's
moral Gospel; baptism into the body of Christ has penaitted a
new start to the most vicious sinner. "^-^
Further supporting Zaas' understanding is Paul's statement that
they were sanctified, which must be taken as having beer fully
set apart from these former practices, among them homosexuality of
all types. From this passage it is clear that to Paul there was
simply no place for homosexual activity within the church. It is
further clear that he expected the homosexual to be set free from
the bondage of those practices.
I Timothy 1:10
As Paul wr-ites to Timothy, he begins with an exhortation
as to keeping men from teaching strange doctrines. In this context
he states there are those who wish to teach the Law, but do not
even comprehend it, or its purpose.
8 But we know that the Law is good if anyone uses it
lawfully, 9 recognizing this, that the law is not given to
the righteous, but to the lawless, and to the rebellious, to
the godless and to sinners, to the impious and the profane,
to those who kill (smite?) their fathers and mothers, to
murderers ^ 10 to fornicators, to sodomites, to slave dealers,
to liars, to perjurers, and whatever else is in opposition
to sound teaching, 11 according to the glorious Gospel of the
blessed God^ V7ith \;hich I was entrusted.
Paul is then asserting that the Law has been made to
instruct men as to sin and righteou.sness . Contrary to some commen
tators, this in no way contradicts Paul's other teaching on law,
thus proving non-Pauline authorship of I Timothy. It is the sam.e
^'^Peter Zaas, "I Corinthians 6:9ff," SBL Seminar Vc.r.^r,
No. 17 (Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1979), p. 210.
teaching as he gave in Gal. 3:15-22, especially v. 19:
the Law then? It was added because of transgressions,
having been ordained through angels by the agency of a mediator,
until the seed should come to v/hom the promise had been made.
Having clarified this purpose of the Law, he continues to list the
types of men it was intended for, among whom we find fornicators,
uopvos, and sodomites, apaevoxotxris, just as in I Cor. 6:9.
Already then Paul has established these men as unrighteous, which
places them at opposition with God. He then goes further in v- 10,
stating that these things are done in opposition to sound teaching,
V7hich is the Gocpel of God as v. 11 explains. Thus this passage
reconfirms all that has been previously studied, that to practice
hott'osexual acts is in opposition to God's intended purpose of man's
sex life and is seen as unrighteous and sinful.
Conclusion
Several things have become apparent about the biblical -"-iew
of homosexuality. It appears in the Old Testament Law as something
which makes one unclean before God, and unable to participate among
His people. However, it is clear this is on a miuch deeper level
than strictly a cultic impurity. This was made apparent by its
being labeled as Hiyir,, an abominations or that which goes against
or perverts truth. These same concepts were brought forward and
further explained by Paul in the New Testament. The nature of the
perversion of truth was shown to be in the exchanging of God's
created natural order for an unnatural order in sexual relations.
Even more crucial, Paul traces the source of this problem to another
exchanop -rnp-" Tpadp^ t.n.-it- of placing the creation in the '^lace of
the Creator, and worshipping it. Thus the truth was replaced vjith
a lie, which opened the doors Tor further exchanges to be niade,
resulting in men believing homosexual acts to be good.
Is this then the view maintained by the church fathers
and onv/ard throughout church history? This shall be the question
of chapter 2.
chapter 2
CHURCH FATHERS ON THE BIBLE AITO HOMOSEXUALITY
In contrast V7ith certain other ethical matters, homosexuality
is not extensively dealt with in the church's tradition. Undoubtedly
this is true for two reasons. First of all, as has been seen,
the Bible does not discuss it extensively. Of the five undisputed
references four were in sin lists, requiring a great deal of
contextual and background study to understand why the behavior is
condemned. It is only in Rom. 1:23-28 that Paul gives the clear
reason for its condemnation in the passage itself. The Genesis
passage on the other hand is narrative and offers little more than
the sin lists do as explanation for the condemnation of the intended
homosexual acts. But a second reason for the lack of an extensive
apologetic against homosexual behavior is that what the Bible does
say is quite straightforward. To those who accept the plain state
ments of Scripture as the church has until recent tim.es, it is
clear that homosexual behavior is a severe perversion of God's
purposes for His creation.
Early Church Fathers and Councils
A study of church history shows that nearly all treatments
of homosexuality follow the biblical pattern of offering only
condemnation, as in the biblical sin lists, with no explanation of
why. Its mention In ep->-l�est Patristic literature is frequently
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only an inclusion in a sin list, requiring a study of the entire
writing or chapter to see vjhy homosexuality is even mentioned by
these writers. Among the first documents to make mention of
homosexuality in post-biblical Christian literature are Polycarp,
the Didache, and the Epistle of Barnabas (assuming an early date
for the last tv/o) .
The Didache' s first six sections deal with the T\to Ways,
the way of life and the way of death. It is in this contex;t that
a sin list occurs stating, "Do not murder; do not commit adultery;
do not practice pederasty; do not fornicate: do not deal in
magic; . . ."�'^ This list of "do nots" continues through section
iv, all with the only explanation that this is the v:'ay of life
rather than death. For the vrriter of the Didache, evidently
no other explanation vras necessary, as the first point in the way
of life is to "love the God who made you," and this God is the one
giving this instruction. He then has the ability to lay down
absolutes concerning the way to life and the way to death. To
do these things leading to death v.'ould demonstrate that one did
not truly love Him \^io made you.
The writer of Barnabas makes m.ention of pederasty in the
same type of context. In chapter 19 he is setting out the way of
light, and says in v. 4, "Do not fornicate; do not commit adultery;
do not practice pederasty; do not let the Word of God escape your
The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles ; trans. James A. Kleist,
Ancient Christian Writers, No. 6 (Westminster, Md. : Newman Press,
1961), p. 16.
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mouth in the presence of any that are impure."'^ The list continues
as in the Didache, and then is contrasted with the way of the Black
One, as life was with the way of death in the Didache. Thus neither
document feels it necessary to give any further explanation than
the fact there is a right and a wrong way to live. Consequently,
both have listed these sins in a fashion similar to that of Paul
in his epistles. Polycarp in writing to the Philippians quotes
I Cor. 6:9, that "neither fornicators nor the effeminate nor sodomites
o
vlll inherit the kingdom of God." and also offers no explanation
other than the previous context that, "... God is not mocked,
we are obliged to live in a manner befitting His commandment and
glory.
"^
Again, Polycarp is recognizing God has a divine order
He intends for human sexuality. To go against this is to mock
God by denying His ability and right to set boundaries in man's
use of his sexuality.
It is Clement of Alexandria who gives the first discussion
on why homosexual acts are sinful, which he does at some length
in his Paedagogus , book 2, chapter 10.86-91." The discussion in
chapter 10 is procreation of children and restrictions upon inter
course in wedlock. He first goes into the reason for a man's
Epistle of Barnabas, trans. James A. Kleist, Ancient
Christian Writers , No. 6 (Westminster, Md. : Newman Press, 1961),
p. o2 .
�^St. Polycarp, Epistle to the Philippians, trans. James A.
Kleist, Ancient Christian Writers , No. 6 (Westminster, Md. : Newman
Press, 1961), p. 78.
"^Ibid.
�"'ClcT.cnt cf Alexandria, Christ the Educetor, trcne. Simon
p. Wood, The Fath.ers of the Church, No. 23 (New York: Fathers of
the Church, 1954), p. 164-70.
seed to be sown, tying this to a legend concerning Moses' indictment
against eating hare and hyena in Deut. 14:7. This had been interpre
symbolically as an injunction against pederasty, as ic was thought
the hare had an anus for each year of its life, and that the hyena
could change sexes. Clement agrees these animals are oversexed,
and Moses gave the prohibition as symbolic; he hovzever refutes
their ability to change their nature in an extremely lucid argument.
He sees the importance of the symbolism, in that these animals do
Q 9
not control their sexual desires. Both Plato and Paul are brought
in, in condemnation of pederasty and unnatural sexual acts, and
it is Paul's condemnation of its unnaturalness which leads Clem.ent
to conclude:
. . . nature has not allowed even the most sensual beast
to misuse the passage made for excrement. Urine she gathers in
the bladder; undigested food in the intestines; tears in the
eyes; blood in the veins; wax in the ear; and mucous in the
nose; so, too, then there is a passage connected to the end
of the intestines by means of which excrement is passed off.-^^
So for Clement it is obviously against reason and nature to practice
sodomy (or pederasty) , since to do so goes directly against the
proper function of one's bodily organs. This concept is expanded
in 10.90 where he calls upon "those who seek wisdom to control
the organ of intercourse.
""'"�' In this same context he quotes Plato:
"The philosopher who learned from Moses taught: 'Do not sov; seed
"Epistle of Barnabas, 10 . 6 .
^Clement of Alexandria, op, cit., 10.84.
^Phaedrus 254, 250, fi.
^Rom. 1:26, 27.
�'�^Cleuicat of /ilexandria, op. cit., 10.87-
^^Ibid., 10.90.
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on rocks and stones, on which they will never take root.'"
^
And
further on, "The Word, too, conmands emphatically, through Moses,
"Thou Shalt not lie with mankind as with womankind, for it is an
1 o
abomination." Clement continues to dxscuss adultery and the use
of concubines, all of which go against the proper nature of inter
course as he understands it within marriage- Through this line
of reasoning Clemicnt has attempted to expand upon the Pauline
concept of natural and unnatural sex, and the reason for the latter
being sin. When the discussion is finished, the only reason to be
understood is that it violates the natural laws which God instituted.
Origen, unlike his teacher Clement, does not attempt so
full an explanation of homosexuality as a sin. His homily on Gen. 19
concerns itself with the issue of Lot's hospitality, his wife's
disobedience, and his incest with his daughters, all of which he
interprets allegorically , with no mention of the wickedness toward
the angels. His only clear reference to homosexuality is in his
treatise "On Prayer." Here he uses Rom. 1:24-28 as an illustration
of God's ultimate use of temptation; and fully accepts Paul's logic
of those who reject God as being abandoned by Him. The homosexuality
which can then result in such a person's life is clearly seen as sin
in Origen' s comparison of being purged by fire or paying to the
last farthing.
�'�'^
Rom. 1:25-27 is also cited by Tertullian, in his De Corona,
1-Ibid. , p. 169, quoting Plato, Laws , VII, 828 E.
^^Ibid., p. 168, quoting Lev. 18:22.
I'^Ori^en, "On Prayer," A] e^-'andrian Cnr'' stianity . trrsns.
Henry Chadv^ick (Phiiadelpnia : Wastminscer Preas, lajn) , p. 318.
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which deals with Christians accepting human crowns and glory. In
chapter 6 he is establishing the fact that even the heathen had the
natural law, but went against it, as showTi by Paul in men and women
exchanging the natural sexual functions for unnatural. This fact
he explains as a progression by which "the creation . . . becomes
subject to vanity, they by base, unrighteous, and ungodly uses."^"^
Though a brief reference, Tertullian sees Rom.. 1:26-27 as a good
example of natural law, which shows how he understood and inter
preted Paul's message there.
The last major work of the third century requiring attention
1
is the Didascalia Apostolorum. Book 6,28 deals specifically
V7ith sodomy, stating that it is contrary to nature, as is bestiality.
The natural has been exchanged for the unnatural, again in agj^sement
with Paul's understanding of hom.osexuality, and 6,28 quotes Lev.
18:22 specifically as biblical evidence for this view. Further
it is interesting that nocturnal emission is not seen as a sin,
as some interpret it, since it is not seen as an unnatural occurrence.
Moving into the fourth century, any references to homosexuality
in church writings are again spare and brief. Methodius Olympius,
possible Bishop of Olympia in Lycia, makes a passing reference
to Sodom and Gomorrah in book 5, chapter 5 of his Con Uinium
(Banquet of the ten virgins) in which he states the men of Sodom
�'�^Tertullian, "De Corona," The Ante-Nicene Fathers, eds.
Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, III (New York: C. Scribner's
Sons, 1925), 96.
^^Scholarship is divided as to the exact dating or this work,
but agrees it is placed somewhere within the bounds of the third
century.
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and Gomorrah were "goaded on to an unnatural and fruitless desire
for males" as a result of wine.-'-^ Though he has expanded somewhat
on the Genesis account (surely without historical evidence) it
is noteworthy that, having interpreted the sin of Gen. 19:5 as
homosexuality, he connects the passage with Paul's explanation of
homosexuality being against natural law.
Basil, likewise never treats the subject separately at
length, but does refer to it in two of his xjritings. First, in
his De Renuntiatione Saeculi, he recognizes the possibility of
homosexual temptation among young monks, �'�^ and, as Bailey notes,
1 Q
probably m.ost strongly among the newly converted. By the earnestness
and length of his appeal to avoid any such temptation, he shows the
seriousness with which he views such an offen.se. In a second
document, a letter to Amphi] ochius , Bishop of Iconium, Basil
lists homosexuality along with bestiality, adultery, and other
20
sins, prescribing lengths of penance for such sins.
An associate of Basil and Amphilochius , Gregory of Nyssa,
also made some brief comments concerning homosexuality. In a
letter to Aetoius, Bishop of Melicene, he treats sodomy as adultery
^^Methodius Olym-pius, The Banquet of the Ten Virgins, The
Ante-Nicene Fathers, eds. Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, VI
(New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1926), 327.
1 o
Basil, "Sermo de Renuntiatione Saeculi," The Ascetic Works
of Basil, trans. W. K. L. Clarke (London: SPCK, 1925), p. 66.
19
D. S. Bailey, Homosexuality in the Western Christian
Tradition (Loudon; Longmans, Green, 1955), p. 84.
20
Basil, Letters to Amphilochius, trans. Sr. A.gnes Clare Way,
The Fathers of the Church, 26 (New York; Fathers of the Church,
1955), '6
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in so far as penance is concerned, that it should be three years.
In a citation less clearly referring to honosexuality , but speaking
of Sodom, he sees it as an example of how to overcom.e lust and
uncontrolled passion, "a withdrawal from the life which has this
distressing sequence inherent in it. For it is not possible for
anyone who is fond of the life of Sodom to escape the rain of
fire . . . . " It is interesting that he does not elaborate on
the life of Sodom- in view of the fact many scholars maintain that
the church fathers were unduly preoccupied with the sin of Sodom
being homosexuality. Rather, Gregory's discourse sees the sin of
Sodom as an entire way of life which had consumed them.
In the beginning of the fourth century, there were also two
councils which later figured heavily in the church's canon law on
homosexuality. The Synod cf Elvira, held c. 305 in Spain, was
attempting to bring order to a Christian church which had been
suffering persecution in a pagan world. Among the eighty-one canons
was number 71, which stated that, "Sodomites (stupratoribus pueronum)
could not be admitted to communion, even on their death beds," The
Synod of Ancyra, held in 314, stated that aXoyeuopevwv were to be
among the lowest levels of penitents. This word was interpreted
by m.edieval councils to be sodomites; however, modern scholars have
" St. Gregory of Nyssa, On Virginity, trans. Virginia Woods
Callahan, The Fathers of the Church, 58 (Washington, D. C. : Catholic
University of xAmerica Press, 1967), 25.
^^Charles J. Hefele, ed. , "Synod of Elvira," A History of
the Christian Councils from the Original Documents, I, trans. W. P..
Clark (2d ed. , rev.; Edinburgh: tT & T. Clark, 1894), 167.
23defined it as unnatural sexual acts with aniraals. Both of the
2L
meanings are found for aAoveuoiiau in the early Latin translations.
The fact is, however, canon law of the middle: agct; interpreted it
as sodomy and understood it as a stern condemnation of such acts.
Furthermore, canon 16 was used as a basis for differentiating between
the seriousness of various homosexual acts, and necessary penance.
However, those canons like other early references, save Clement, were
but brief approaches to the problem.
John Chrysostom, viewed as one of the great preachers of
church history, was the next person to discuss hom.osexuality at
length. The fourth homily in his series on Romans deals with 2:26-27.
In this homil}' he minces no words as to v/hat he feels the Apostle
25
vjas saying. His rirst and main point is that Paul clearly meant
these people were ^'�oluntarily practicing hom.osexuality, and not
because they could not get satisfaction from a male-female relation
ship. Thus the natural relationship was being purposefully and
intentionally' abandoned for one which could not bring pleasure,
26
as true plea.^.ure is only attainable "according to nature,"
He then further finds significance in Paul's saying that
23
The adjective aXoyos is basically "unreasoning" or
"against reason." Both Lampe and Sophocles take aXoYeuoyevuv as
"bestiality," but with no other support given. Among modern writers,
Bailey understands it as bestiality (op, cit. , p. 88) while McNeill
takes it as bestiality and sodomy. John McNeill, The Church and the
Homosexual (Kansas City: Sheed & Hard, i976) , p. 79.
0 /
Bailey, op. cit., p. 86-88.
2 5
John Chrysostom, "The Epistle to the Romans, Homily IV,''
A Select Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian
lynv ~ch^'ijT~(J^\<} York:" ~Cbristi'5n Literature ,~' 1889) , 355-59.
they burned in their desire for one another. This burning lust
sliowing "that the whole of desire cou.cs of an e::crbitaacy which
endureth not to abide within its proper limits.'
' Yet there is
even a deeper dimension of this exchange for unnatural intercourse.
A man's abandoning of his manhood and a woman of her womanhood sets
them at enmity with God's true intention for society, that man and
woman should becoine one flesh. Thus man has struck a blow not only
against himself, but also against wom.an with V7hom he V7as to be
united.
Chrysostom sav7 far reaching effects of Paul's words in
Romans, which the Christian church must face up against in an evil
society which accepts such practices. He spoke straightforwardly
to the issue, leaving no question as to how he felt the church must
answer the question of hoiuosexuality and its implications.
In a brief allusion to sodomy in his Confessions , Augustine
understands it not only as contrary to nature, but also as contrary
to the law to love God './ith all oiie ' s eoul, heart, and mind, and one'
neighbor as oneself. The injunction to love one's neighbor is
broken because in such a crime men abuse one another, while the
injunction to love Cod is broken in that we cannot be in fellowship
vjith Him when we are defiling the human nature He created. Though
a brief reference, it shows Augustine's position clearly: that
acts of sodomy were inexcusable in his understanding, since they
op
violated the natural order of God's creation.
0 7
^Mbid.
'"'St, Angus tinp, Confessions ^ t-^ans \'>rnoii J- Bo'irke^ The
Fathers of the Cnurcn, 21 (New York: Fathers of the Chu.rcn, 1933),
63.
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From this examination of the early fathers we see that the
mainstay of their rejection of homosexuality is that it is contrary
to God's law. For m.any this was sufficient reason to condemn it;
some, however, did. go further in expanding their reasons for
opposing the practice. Primarily, they saw it as being against
God's law because it was against correct reason and nature which
He had created. This was proven from various points of view.
First, it was shown to be an unnatural use of the sexual organs
in intercourse. Second, it was shown to go against the natural
use of the other bodily organs, specifically in sodomy. Third, it
was understood as going against the natural order of society,
v/hich was that man and woman should be united, not at enmity with
one another. Last, it defiles the human nature God has given us,
thus setting us at enmity not only vn.th others, but also with
ourselves and God. For the early fathers there was no question;
homosexuality was a sin which could not be accepted in the Christian
community.
Then how did they dead with homosexuals? Unfortunately we
have little knowledge of this. Basil did give the advice to
Amphilochius as to the penance for such a sin, and the Councils
of Elvira and Ancyra gave similar instructions; but we have little
knowledge if such injunctions V7ere carried out as general practice
in the church. In the Middle Ages this concern for how to handle
the homosexual within the church was approached somewhat more in
depth, but still only in relation to the penance required of him,
as will be seen in materials drawn from, the penitentials .
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Middle Ages
From the beginning of this era only two sources will be
quoted concerning our topic: The Rule of St. Benedict and the
Synod of Toledo held in 693 in Spain. St. Benedict does not
specifically deal with homosexuality, but rule 22 shows he was
obviously concerned with such temptations for the celibate monk.
He commands that monks not sleep together, and that younger monks
be mixed in rooms with elders, never in a room alone. Further
29
a candle was' to be left burning all night in the room. As did
Basil before him, he realized the potential for members of a
segregated group living celibate lives being overcome by sexual
temptation if they failed to guard against it.
About one hundred fifty to two hundred years later in Spain,
it appears the practice of sodomy had become a sufficient problem
to warrant canon law against it. In the third canon of the Synod
of Toledo it is clear this was not limited to the laity, since a
penalty of banishment for life is laid do\-m for a bishop, priest,
or deacon practicing sodomy. For others, there was public
, -1 � ^. 30humiliation .
By the time of the Synod of Toledo, another large body of
literature emerged in the church, which gives the greatest source
of m.aterial concerning homiosexuality in the Middle Ages. These
were the penitential handbooks.
^^The Rule of St. Benedict, ed. and trans. Osvjald K. Blair
(2d ed.; London: Sands, 1907), p. 121.
30
i;hdrle? J. Hefele. ed. "Svnoa of Toledo, 16th,'' A History
o_L Loe Christian Couricjlb ficiu the Ori::.iaal Dorunieij ts , .traiis. iJilliam
K. Clark, V (2d ed. , lev.; Ldinburgh: T. c T. Cl'.rK, 1894), 245.
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Fenitentials
The Penitentials were created to give giiidance in assigning
penance and restitution for various sins. As D. S. Bailey connnents :
These catalogues do not imply that any of the sins detailed
were common, thought the com.pilers were probably helped by a
fairly intimate knowledge of the lives and conduct of the people
among whom the priest would be called to minister. 31
It is because of this abstract nature of the penitentials that
Bailey is further correct in saying the usefulness of the penitentials
is limited in a discussion of homosexuality in the history of the
church. Unlike the v/ritings of the fathers and later medieval
theologians, there is no context in which to see the basis of the
penitentials' treatment of various sins. Thus, v/hile the later
work of Aquinas argues logically for degrees of unnatural sin, the
penitentials only state that some unnatural sins do require more
penance than others.
Furthermore, penitentials vary as to the penance assigned
to the same sin; for instance, in one, bestiality is assigned only
one year if the man is married, v/hil^ another makes the penance
up to ten years.
The major point to note is the gravity with V7hich the
penitentials viewed homiosexuality. vJhen seen in comparison with
otlier sexual sins, such as adultery or fornication, it draws a
-'�'�Bailey, Homosexuality- p. 100.
39
John T. McNeill and Helena M. Gam.er, trans., "Penitentiale
Columbai," Medieval Handbooks of Penance (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1938), p. 254. (All penitentials quoted from this
editio.i . )
-"-"'Penitential cf Thorlac," p 355.
more severe penalty. Further-more, sodomy is punished far more
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severely than any form of mutual masturbation. One can only
conjecture as to the logic upon which such decipions for penance
were based. It would appear that one good possibility is the under
standing of homosexuality expounded from Clement (and even Paul
before him) foi-ward, that it goes against the natural order of the
universe. That this rem.ained the central thesis of the church, which
drew its logic from Paul, is shown by its continued use by writers
of the latter Middle Ages to speak against homosexuality.
Little of importance was heard from writers or councils
for the next three hundred years until the Council of Naplouse
in 1120. This was called by the Patriarch Guermondus and King
Baldwin II, and passed twenty-five canons. These were m.ostly
concerned with sins of the flesh, since the Council felt that these
sins had' brought the wrath of God in earthquakes, etc. 36 of these
canons, four dealt specifically with sodomy. Th.e council is unusual
in that it calls for the burning of the unrepentant sodomist. It
appears, however, that Bailey is correct that this canon was carried
out by civil authorities and not ecclesiastical, for canon 9 says
the innocent victim forced into sodomy is to be dealt with "by the
"Poenitentiale Romanum," p. 302, no. 6, 7; "Poenitentiale
Burgundense," p. 274, no, 4, 8; "Lucas Victoriae," p. 171, no. 3, 8.
3 5
"Lucas Victoriae," p. 172, no. 8; "Penitential of Cummean,"
p. 103, no. 9, 10; "Penitential of Theodore," p. 185, no. 2, 4-6,8.
-^^Edward H. Landon, "Council of Naplouse," A Manual of Councils
of the Roly Catholic Church, I (New and rev. ed. ; Edinburgh: J. Grant,
1909), 389-90; and Bailey, op. cit., pp. 95-96.
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rules of the church, and not according to the law."-^' Canon 11
shows how strong the belief was that such sin was bringing divine
judgment upon the entire community. If a sodomist repented and swore
by an oath, he could be received back into the church and city;
if he fell again he was to be exiled from Jerusalem even if he
repented. This is indeed the severest judgment of homosexuality
to be seen, a severity which was to an extent shared in Italy when
Peter Damian wrote one of his important words. Liber Gomorriahnus
to Pope Leo IX c. 1050.
Peter Damian's Influence
Damian was noted as a great spiritual reformer of the church
-3 0
during the eleventh century. One of his chief efforts toward
reform V7as to stop the abuses of the clergy. Cayre says of him:
Saint Peter Damian was above all a moralist and an ascetic.
His harsh and m.erciless campaign against clerical laxity left
him no time for encouraging intellectual culture .... Ke
appears to have admitted no philosophy other than the faith, he
looked upon the rest as "worldly, beastly, devilish" and
considered the fine arts to be mere foolishness. Such prejudices,
only to be explained by his special vocation, were obviously
unfavorable to theological speculation. 39
As one of his pleas for reform, the Liber Gomorriahnus was written,
attacking the sexual abuses of the clergy, especially homosexual abuses.
He saw four levels of homosexual sin in chapter one of this work,
namely; 1) self masturbation; 2) mutual masturbation; 3) interfemoral
^^As translated by Bailey, op. cit. , p. 96.
�^^Owen J. Blum, St. Peter Damian: His Teaching On the
S2.ilitu3d_Ll_f e (Washington, D. C. : The Catholic Universicy of America
Press, 19^7), pp. 1, 13.
F. Cayre, Manual of Patrology and_His tory_of Theologv, II
(Paris; Dcsclee, 1940), 392-93.
' '
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niasturbation; 4) sodomy. Each of these progressed higher in sin
and lower in hell, "ut quo altius per eos ascenditur, eo proclivius
infelix anima ad gehennahis barathri profunda mergatuor. '"^^ However ,
he attacks the penitentials as unauthoritative and too lenient in
applying punishment for any such sins. In chapter 22 he explains that
all homosexual sin is from the same root;"^! thus, if a man pollutes
himself alone or with another he will be in hell for it. The judgment
of God will surely be severe for such acts, and he quotes Heb. 10:31,
"It is a terrible thing to fall into the hands of an angry God," to
support this. To Damian such sins needed to bo severely punished,
especially among the clergy.
This book put him at odds both with the accepted penitential
viewpoint and with clerics whose practices he was attacking. Pope Leo
commended him for his zeal towards reform, but felt his position to
be too harsh, calling for more grace to those caught in such sins.
l-Jhereas Peter called for the defrocking of any clergy caught in any
level of hom.osexual abuse, Leo felt that this severe action should
be retained only for those who engaged in such sin for a long duration.
In 1179, the Third Lateran Council furthered Peter Damian's
view of the just punishment for the homosexual. The Council had been
^^Pietro Damiani, Liber Gomorrhianus , ed. J.-P- Migne, Patrolo
giae Cursus Completus, Series Latina, Vol. CXLV (Turnhout, Belgium:
Brepols, 1853), col. 161.
^ ^ ' 'Sicut enim ex uno vitis cespite dlversi palmites
prodeunt . . .," Ibid., col. 182.
''+2ibid. , col. 183.
^�^Pope Leo as cited by Bailey, op. cit.. p. 114.
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called to heal the schism of antipopes against Pope Alexander III.
"Its purpose was to repair the evils caused by the schism, co condemn
current errors, and to correct abuses among clergy and laity. "^^^
Twenty-seven canons were produced to achieve this last purpose, of
which number 11 states:
Anyone found guilty of that incontinence, which is against
nature, on accouxit cf which came the angel of God upon the children
of unbelief and destroyed by fire cities, if he be a cleric, let
him be deposed from the clerical state or sentenced to a monastery
to do penance; if a layman, let him be excommunicated . . /'^^
According to D. S, Bailey the substance of this canon and often the
"precise wording is echoed in synodical legislation for the next
century;"^^ so that a pattern of severity had been established by
this point, which continued forward in the church's treatment of hom.o
sexuality. The theological base for this condemnation was alsJo felt
to be established fully, since homosexuality was blatantly against
God's intended order. Later the destruction of Sodom was seen as
proof of this.
Alain de Lille
Living during this same period was Alain de Lille, a professor
at both Paris and Montpellier. In his work De Planctu Natura, he had
a great deal to say about homosexuality.'^^ The poem is allegorical,
^'^H. J. Schroeder, "Third Lateran Council," Disciplinary Decrees
of the General Councils (St. Louis: B. Herder, 1937), p. 214.
'^5ibid. , col. 225.
^^Bailey. op. cit., p. 95.
''Alain de Lille, The Complaint of Nature (De Planctu Natura) ,
trans. Douglas >1. ;'cf-i"at (Hamden, Conn.: Shoe String Prcics,. 1972).
For Latin text '^ce Migne, Patrologiae Latinae, CCX.
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with the author meeting Nature, and hearing her discussion of how man
has. destroyed and perverted God's creation. After an opening complaint
concerning the perversity of man, Alain discouroto for several chap
ters on the beauty of nature, coming to the conclusion that all the
animals submit to the proper order of nature, except man. Instead he
"unites genders and perverts the rules of love, . . . some men embracin
only the masculine gender. "'^8 in prose section 5, Nature uses exten
sive grammatical metaphor to explain proper roles in nature. Within
this context she says:
For, since according to the demand of nuptial custom the
masculine gender takes to itself its fem.inine gender, if the
joining of those genders should be celebrated irregularly, so
that members of the same sex should be connected with each other,
that construction would not earn pardon from m.e, either by the
help of evocation or by the aid of conception. For if the m.ascu-
line gender by some violent and reasonless reasoning should
demand a like gender, the relation of that connection could not
justify its vice by any beauty of figure, but -.-oviid be disgraced
as an inexcusable and monstrous solecism. '^S
The view of homosexuality set forth by Alain is in keeping with his
view of faith being "based not only in. 'divine reasons' but also on
'human reasons. '"^O Scripture is not brought in to support his thesis,
because Nature herself is able to show the "reasonless reasoning"
involved in homiosexuality. Not many years later, a similar, far less
emotional and more alocf discussion was offered by Thomas Aquinas.
Aquinas
To approach A.quinas
' view of homosexuality, we must begin witli
^8ibid. , Prose IV, pp. 90-91, 130-31.
49tibid. , Prose V, pp. 78-90.
50 Manual of Patrology, II, 465.Cayre ,
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his viev7 of temperance and virtue. In his work on temperance, he asks
the question "is temperance a virtue?" To this he replies that human
virtue is that which sets us toward intelligent living; such as temper
ance does this, it is a virtue. He continues to say that:
By its nature each thing is bent on v/hat fits it. And so
human beings naturally crave an enjoyment that matches them, As
such they are intelligent beings; consequently the pleasures they
are equal to correspond to intelligence. On these tem.perance puts
no restraints, though it does on those that are against intelli
gence.
This is a simlar understanding to Alain's reasonless reasoning which
Nature sav7, and is built upon by Aquinas in his later work on pleasure.
First, however, a further look at his views on temperance is in order.
From this definition he works through various points of temperance as
it relates to abstinence, fasting, gluttony, sobriety, drunkenness,
chastity, virginity, and then he comes to lust.
Lust is not limited to sexual intercourse alone; rather any
sex act is sin if it halts virtue. However, in its proper place sex
does not have to halt virtue, which has already been defi.ned as that
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which leads to intelligent living. Aquinas then explains what the
types of lust are, ending with unnatural vice. Unnatural vice is
classed in four categories, 1) masturbation, 2) bestiality, 3) homo
sexuality (or lesbianism) V7ith intercourse as the object, 4) sex with
other organs or devices; and it is set apart from other kinds of lust
by being called a "beastliness . "53 in discussing whether unnatural
^-'-Thom.as Aquinas, Temperance , Vol. XLIII, Summa Theologica,
trans. Thomas Gilby (New York: McGraw Hill,. 1968), p. 7.
^^-Ibid., p. 193.
vice is the v7orst form of lust, Aquinas has a two-fold conclusion.
First, "the plan of nature comes from God, and therefore a violation
of this is an affront to God, the ordaincr of nature. "^^ Man's
reason builds upon, the natural plan God gives, and to go against this
is the gravest of sins. This is carried forth in his second point.
The gravity of a sin corresponds rather to an object being
abused, than to its proper use being omitted. And so, to compare
unnatural sins of lechery, the lowest rank is held by solitary
sins where the intercourse of one with another is omitted. The
greatest is that of bestiality which does not observe the due
species. . . . Afterwards comes sodomy, which does not observe the
due sex. After this, that which does not observe the due mode
of intercourse. 55
So to Aquinas the affront to God's plan in nature is the ruling factor
in the issue. Bestiality thus becomes even worse than sodomy since
it denies God's law of "like begetting like." However, sodomy is
seen worse than other sexual vices since it ignores the due sexual
partner and thus denies what Aquinas defines as the proper use of sex,
procreation of the species. It should be noted, however, that Aquinas
does not condemn the pleasure that can come from sex. This has been
seen above and can also be seen in his discourse on "Pleasure . "^^
In section 34, 1, "Is All Pleasure Evil," he does not condemn pleasure
even sensual or physical, so long as it can agree with reason. Rather
he states, "As we have seen, the criterion of moral good or evil is
agreement or disagreement with reason: just as in the physical world,
the criterion of natural or unnatural is agreement or disagreement
^'^^Ibid. , p. 249.
55ibid.
5^Thomas Aquinas, Pleasure , XX, Summa Theologica, trans. Eric
D'Arcy (New York: MoGrawHill, 1975).
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with nature."^'' Again here, as with Temperance, the appeal is to
agreement with reason vjhich must in turn agree with God's plan in
nature.
In one sense Aquinas consummated the discussion of homo
sexuality for the church to this point by fully developing the argu
ment from nature against it. However, in another way he differs. In
the penitentials and other literature, bestiality? was not considered
so terrible a sin as sodomy, but Aquinas places it at the top of his
list. This is not surprising, since he has carried the argumentation
begun by Paul through to its conclusion, making sexual acts which
not only cross gender but also genre the worst possible offenses
because of the degree to v.Thich they deny God's supreme plan for
nature. Aquinas is the last churchman of importance to speak of
homosexuality until the Reformation in the sixteenth century.
The Reformation Era
From the Reformation period only Luther and Calvin will be
discussed, since these wrote commentaries on the relevant passages -
Luther gave lectures on both Genesis and Romans, and each contains
noteworthy comments. In discussing Gen. 19, he begins by noting the
lack of hospitality being offered by the men of Sodom, -� a point noted
by writers before him, including Origen. In light of recent scholar
ship saying this point has been excluded in the past, it is interesting
that Luther \70uld have taken this as part of Sodom's sin, and even
-^ibid. , p. 76.
Luther, Lectures cn Genesis, Vol. Ill, Luthci ' s V.'o ks ,
Schick (St. Lo-:'is: Concordia Pub Ho'":o, 1961),trrr.c .
2r o
tr Lin
CeoT-ric V.
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stresses the wickedness they attempt t5 perpetrate in place of
hospitality. He dees, however, perceive v. 4 involving attempted
sexual abuses and notes that Lot was trying to m.aintain chastity in his
house, v/hile others "indulged freely and without shame in adultery,
fornication, effeminacy, and even incest to such an extent that these
were not regarded as sins but as some past-time . "59 then links
the Gen, 19 account with Paul's concept of exchanging man's natural
sexual desire for an unnatural desire. ^0 The sexual aspect of Sodom's
sin is central for Luther; but he does not ignore the other aspects,
e. g. , their inhospitality , in his discussion.
His first lectures on Romans are actually a series of glosses
in Paul's text, v;hich the students would write into their Bibles as
he read them, but there are still some noteworthy points. First, he
does link the homosexuality of Rom. 1:26-27 with Sodom. Second, he
views these men as being overpowered by lust and giving up the judgment
of their reason, which is similar to Aquinas' viev; of unnatural vice in
relation to temperance. Beyond this there is not a large elaboration
of Paul's statement, other than to affirm it as speaking to the sinful-
ness of hoKiosexuality . Luther makes other comments with reference to
homosexuality, but none which throw any further light on his under
standing of it.
His second group of lectures, the Scholia, are bis actual
59Tbid., p. 254
60lbid., p. 255.
^ -^Martin Luther, Lectures on Romans, Vol. XXV, Luther's VJorks,
trans, \valter G. Tillmans and Jacob 0. A. Preus (St. Louis: Concordia
T^ub. House, 1972), pp. 12-13,
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discourses on the Scriptures. In these, v. 26-27 are skipped over
in the individual treatment, and only alluded to in his discussion of
V. 24. Here he elaborates on bodily defilement as the result of God's
judgment upon man for rebelling against Him.
Thus in the place of glory they must receive shame for two
reasons; first, because they put God on their ovm level and
changed him to their likeness, they had to suffer the shame of
uncleanness; second, because they transferred their worship of
God to som.ething else, they had to suffer shame in their external
bodies, one against another-
Calvin likev/ise wrote commentaries on Genesis and Romans, which
need to be examined. In explaining Gen. 19:4, it is fascinating that
Calvin does not wish to interpret "know" as sexual intercourse, although
he does still see the hidden intention of the citizenry as being lust.
To quote him, "Although it was their intention shamefully to abuse the
strangers to their outrageous appetite, yet in words, they pretend that
their object is dif ferent . "^-^ He of course encounters the same exeget
ical problems as Bailey, but somewhat curtails this by interpreting the
desire to "socially know" the angels as a concealment of their true
desire to abuse them sexually. That Calvin was completely appalled by
the thought of homosexuality is shomi in his comments on Rom.. 1:25-27,
and further on I Cor. 6:9. Rom. 1:26-27 is seen as Paul's example of
the judgment of God, of which he states: Paul "brings as the first
example, the dreadful crime of unnatural lust; and it hence appears that
they not only abandoned themselves to beastly lusts, but became degraded
^�"-Ibid., p. 165.
^�^John Calvin, Commentaries on the First Book of Moses Called
Genesis, trans. John King, I (Grand Rapids: W. B. Eerdmans, 1948),
497T
b'6
beyond the beasts, sines they reversed the v/hole order of nature. "'^^
The sin list in 1 Cor. 6:9 is understood as set in the context of
the unrighteous, "those who inflict injury on their brethren, who
defraud or circumvent others, who, in short, are intent upon their
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own advantage at the expense of others." In referring specifically
to homosexuality in this passage Calvin scates, "the fourth description
of crimes is the most abominable of all� that monstrous pollution
66which was too prevalent in Greece."
Two main thoughts are apparent in Calvin's comments on
homosexuality. First, it would appear that to Calvin homosexuality
was an unspeakable sin, even below that of bestiality, in opposition
to the views of Aquinas. However, no logic is given for this,
although it is in accord with the graveness with which the penitentials
viewed these sins, nearly always giving the m.ore severe punishment
for sodomy rather than bestiality. Second, it is his concept that
the sins of I Cor. 6:9 are those in v/hich a man inflicts injury
on his neighbors. This thought is carried over to the sin list
j'n I Tim. 1:10, where he sees lust as a way .in which "men injure
their neighbors .
"^^ The sin becomes one not only against God's plan
*^''^John Calvin, Commentaries on the Epistle of Paul the Apostle
to the Rom.an� > trans, and ed. John CKren (Grand Rapids: W. B.
Eerdmans, 1948), p. 79.
^5jobin Calvin, Commentary on the Epistles of Paul the Apostle
to the Coriiithi^ns , trans, John Pringle, I (Grand Rapias : W. B.
Eerdmans, "l948) , p. 208.
^^Ibid. , p. 209.
^''john Calvin, Conmientaries o'l the Epistles to Timothy, Titus,
and Philemon, trans, William Pringle (Grand Rapids: W. B, Eerdmans,
T94d) , "p. 32.
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in nature, but also againft a fellow creature in God's creation.
The other early leaders of the Reformation do not seem to
have conauented concerning homosexuality nor are there any significant
comments from church leaders later than the early Reformation. So
with Calvin the discussion of the church's interpretation of biblical
passages concerning homosexuality can be concluded.
In summary, what has been the church's understanding of
hom.osexuality, both biblically and otherwise? .First, there 'was no
question that it was sin, and that the biblical passages understood
it in this way. It is evident that the m.ain source of understanding
was Paul's Epistle to the Romans, as this gives the clearest discussion
of i^ts condemnation. Second, the church expanded greatly upon Paul's
argum.ent from nature, but very little upon the aspects brought out
by n^yUi in Leviticus. Practically nothing is developed along these
more abstract lines concerning God's truth being perverted. Rather,
the concrete exam.ples of natural laws being perverted are extended
to their limdts, especially by Alain de Lille and Aquinas. Thus
for the church through the time of the Reformation there was no
question that homiosexuality was a moral issue and the practice was
to be condeiraied. Though this view developed further along philoso
phical lines, it had its beginning in Scripture and built from there.
This leads to a third question: how did the church deal with the
homosexual?
Heie the only real evidence we have is from the penitential
handbooks, which offer little knowledge. It can be shown that homo
sexuals were given an opportunity to repent. However, it is obvious
there was no underscanding that the turning around involved in
repentance might be more difficult for the homosexual than the
adulterer or drunkard. Should this lack of necessary compassion
and ministry negate the church's answer to the moral issue of homo
sexuality? The answer must be no. Instead of disposing of all the
church did, our generation must see the biblical base of the church'
decision on homosexuality, and then attach to this a biblical view
of ministry to the sinner with the hope of regeneration as seen in
I Cor. 6:11.
How then is our generation approaching this question?
To this question chapter three now turns.
Chapter 3
CONTEMPORARY VIEWS OF THE BIBLE AND HOMOSEXUALITY
As seen from the previous chapter, throughout church history
there had never been any question as to the sinfulness of a hom.osexual
lifestyle. This view has been increasingly challenged in the last
twenty-five years, and this challenge has been followed by a prolif
eration of literature to defend the traditional stance. The issue
has not remained black and white in the midst of this debate; a wide
range of options has developed concerning the acceptability of
homosexual behavior for the Christian.
Since this paper is limited to an attempt to establish'
the biblical understanding of homosexuality, this chapter will be
restricted to the recent literature which speaks to that issue. The
question to be addressed is: has sufficient data been set forth
to cause the abandonment of the traditional biblical interpretation?
Further, what then may be set forth as the accepted Christian under
standing of the homosexual lifestyle?
D. Sherwin Bailey
In 1955 D. S. Bailey's Homosexuality and the Western Christian
Tradition was published. The book has rightly stood out pre-eminently
since its publication as one of the major works concerning homosexuality.
The author's far-reaching research has proved to be the basis for
many studies of the question, and it was to a great extent Bailey's
book which set off the debate in the church. Is is virtually
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impossible to find any monograph or article dealing exclusively with
homosexuality from a Christian perspective published prior to Bailey,
not to mention taking the provocative stance Bailey took. Thus it
is only logical to examine his treatment of the biblical data concerning
homosexuality first.
Bailey begins his work with a re-examination of the evidence
concerning the sin of Sodom and Gomorrah v/hich he says has "exercised
a powerful influence, directly or indirectly upon the civil and
ecclesiastical attitudes to sexual inversion and the conduct of the
male invert.""^ This statement makes clear Bailey's purpose in
beginning with this narrative, rather than with one of the biblical
injunctions in the Law or Paul's epistles, \fhat he attempts to prove
is the irrelevance of the Sodom story to any discussio:i of homosexuality.
His entire argument revolves on the re-interpretation of yT� in
Gen. 19:5, to mean "know socially, become acquainted," and not
"sexually." However, good hermeneutical principles are ignored,
as the meaning is decided upon external statistical and linguistic
bases rather than on the contextual evidence which is present.
Plis first argument is based on the fact that though yi'
occurs 943 times in the Old Testament, he can find only fifteen
passages where it refers to sexual knowing. Further, only two
highly disputed passages (according to him). Gen. 19:5 and Judg. 19:22,
2
use it in a hom.osexual sense. His second argument centers on the
ramification involved in y'f being used "to 'icnow sexually;"
�""D. Sherwin Bailey, Homosexuality and the Western Christian
Tradition (London: Longnians, Green, 1955), p. 1.
^Ibid. , pp. 2-3.
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. . . the significance of the use of yadha
'
, for coitus
between man and wontan is a unique and very important means to
the attainment cf personal knov;ledge. This in itself, hov/ever,
emphasizes the heterosexual reference of yadha' when used
coitally, for the very possibility of "knowing"' (in this sense)
depends upon sexual differentiation and complenientation, and
not merely upon physical sexual experience as such. 3
Kidner 's reply in his commentary on Genesis best answers Bailey's
first point:
Statistics are no substitute for contextual evidence
(otherwise the rarer sense of the word would never seem probable) ,
and in both these passages the demand to "know" the guests is
met by an offer in which the same word "know" is used in its
sexual sense,'*
The difficulty of Bailey's second point is in totally ignoring the
question of why the author of Genesis even uses this narrative.
As seen in chapter 1, it is set in the larger context of God's
solution to the problem of sin through covenant with Abraham.
Lot is set over against Abraham in responding to the possibility
of renewed relationship with God and Gen. 19 is climactic in the
Lot motif. The author was emphasizing" the? problems involved in
choosing the security of this world over and against tre security
offered by covenant with God. Then, in this context he displays
the social disintegration which occurs in a godless society through
Sodom. With this understanding, the perversion of proper purpose
for sexual knowledge comes as no surprise, and again shows Bailej'
basing his conclusions on external data rather than internal data.
Even more problematic for Bailey's approach is the inter
pretation of Lot's offer of his daughters "who have not knownamun. "
Sibid. , p. 3.
^Derek Kidner. G;enesis: An ^ntroductlon_an�_togneii�arv
(Downers Grove, 111.: lucer-Varsity Press ,. 1367) , p. 137.
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This is answered by explaining it as the most tempting bribe Lot
could come up with to extricate himself from the situation.
^
However, as raised in chapter 1, if all they wanted were the men's
credentials, why not offer them? This vrould have much more easily
extricated Lot from the situation. Further, while the offer of the
daughters for sexual abuse _is_ in the narrative, there is nothing
in the narrative which accuses the tv7o men of being spies, or gives
any reason to believe the Sodomites wanted their credentials.
These contextual facts overwhelm, the external data brought in by
Bailey against a sexual understanding of "know," thus making the
traditional understanding the logical one.
It must be said, however, that a further point Bailey wished
to make should be heeded:
We are simply told that Sodom and Gomorrah were wicked
and grievously sinful, but the writer does not specify their
iniquity more exactly, and only on a priori grounds can it be
assumed that it was an iniquity solely or predominantly sexual
in character.^
The mistake must not be made of saying Sodom was destroyed for
homosexuality. Sodom was destroyed because as a godless society
it had degenerated to such a point that God decided its wicked
uproar could no longer continue. However, it must also be remembered
that when the angels came to Sodom looking for ten righteous men,
the writer emphasizes that all the men of the city surrounded Lot's
house demanding to "know" the two men. Thus, though homosexuality
is not the sin that caused Sodom's destruction, it x;as certainly
�'Bailey, op. cit., p. 6.
^Ibid., p. 5.
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used to show the depths to which a godless society can sink, intending
homosexual rape as they did. As Bailey continues then to delineate
how the idea of its being a sexual sin grew, he is actually just
demonstrating that- the Bible did have a fuller understanding of
why Sodom was judged. II Pet. 2:6-10 is indicative of how Scripture
viev7S this destruction:
6 He condemned the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah to destruction
by reducing them to ashes, having m.ade them an example to those
who would live ungodly thereafter; 7 and if. He rescued righteous
Lot, oppressed by the sensual conduct of unprincipled men 8 (for
by what he saw and heard that righteous man, vzhile living among
them, felt his righteous soul tormented day after day with their
lawless deeds) , 9 then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly
from temptation, and to keep the unrighteous under punishment
for the day of temptation, 10 and especially those who indulge
the flesh in its corrupt desires and despise authority.
Here is the element of the arrogant person who assumes there is
no law above him.self, which leads to lavjlessness in all areas of
life, including sex, which was what had happened at Sodom. So while
heeding Bailey's v^arning of not misunderstanding why Sodom was
judged, it must also be maintained that a representation of their
godlessness and rejection of authority in life was homosexiiality .
Bailey having removed what he feels is the basis of Christian
nontoleration of homosexuality, moves on to the other biblical
passages. His approach to Lev. 18:22 and ^^0:13 makes it difficult
for a conservative to dialogue with him, since he sets out only to
discern V7hat social situation caused the Hebrevrs to formulate these
laws. There is no consideration of Divine guidance in their
form.ulation; thus all possible authority is rsm.oved. Nevertheless,
he takes the fact that the l?ws are set over against the practices
of Egypt and Canaan as important, and fully studies this theme.
As a result of his study, he concludes that homooexuality '..'as not
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common in these societies, and thus it is not here that we find the
answer to the Hebrew prohibition. This leads him to conclude that
the reason must be found in to'ebhah, which, ''by a natural extension
of meaning, . . . , can also denote whatever reverses the proper
order of things, and this seem.s to be the connotation of to
' ebhah
as applied to homosexual acts in Leviticus."^ He continues:
It is misleading, therefore, to represent the two laws in
question as specimens of Hebrew zenophobia or religious intolerance,
or to accept them, without further corroboration, as an accurate
indication of contemporary pagan morals. They condemn homosexual
acts between males (or perhaps only sodomy) as typical expressions
of the ethos of heathenism which Israel must renounce no less
than religious and cultural syncretism with the nations v/hich
bow doim to idols . ^
It is to be observed that as Bailey sets himself to the task of
examining the internal data of Leviticus, he derives much the same
understanding as both this study and church history. Homosexual
acts "reverse the proper order of things," thus making them unacceptable
to the Christian, a conclusion he unfortunately does not dravj.
Though no broad contextual study of the New Testam-ent passages
is given. Bailey comes to a traditional position in his interpretation
of each of them. In discussing Romans he allows for no distinction
between the "true" invert, who could never have relations with a woman,
and the pervert who seeks homosexual relations for a thrill. "St.
Paul's words can only be understood in the sense which he himself
would have attached to them, without introducing distinctions
which he did not intend, and which would have been unintelligible
to him."^ But Bailey stops at this assertion, without further
''ibid. , p. 59.
^Ibid. , p. 60.
^Ibid. , p. 38.
studying the reason for Paul's raising this example. His only
understanding of this passage, and those in Tjm.othy and Corinthians,
is that they "undoubtedly relate to the vices \/hich were common
in the degenerate pagan society of the time . . .."^^
Concerning I Cor. 6:9 and I Tim, 1:10, he discusses paAanos
and apaevoxotrns at some length. The major concern is that they
not be taken as designat3.ng a homosexual condition, but retain their
meaning only as homiosexual practices. To accomplish this, he accepts
the rendering of Moffat, "catamites and sodomdtes." In attem.pting
to draw out the bases of these passages, he views them as equivalent
to the Levitical understanding of that which goes against true order.
But, amazingly. Bailey ends his discussion saying:
In any final assessment, the development of this attitude
cannot be considered apart from the process of re-interpretation
by which the Sodom story acquired its homosexual significance,
with the consequence that the fate of the city came to symbolize
the retribution awaiting both those who indulge in the vice
which is supposed to have caused its doirafall , and the society
which condones such depravity of conduct . �'^�''
Bailey's ultimate attem.pt to weaken any biblical injunction
by tying it to a supposedly incorrect view cf Sodom is faulty for
several reasons. First, it has been demonstrated that he has
improperly exegeted Gen. 19:5, thus removing the undergirding for
his argument. Secondly, even if he was correct regarding Sodom,
there is no data to support his assiimption that all other biblical
understanding of homosexualitj- is undergirded by a homosexual
interpretation of the Sodom, narrative. Rather, the biblical view
Ibid.
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is based on the law of God, with horaosexuality being something
which perverts the proper order of God's creation. Thus, Bailey's
statement that the biblical attitude developed out of a homosexual
understanding of the Sodom story is simply tacked on with no
support. While he correctly understands these passages, he fails
to follow them through to their implication, choosing instead
to make this final untenable appeal to the revised Sodom story that
he might build a nev; base for understanding homosexual acts within
a Christian context. Attempting to continue this line of reasoning,
he begins his chapter on church history by saying;
Underlying the attitude of the early Church to homosexual
practices there was, of course, the belief (nov? firmly established)
..that they had been specially condemned by God .in the overthrow of
Sodom and Gomiorrah, ^
Again, no supporting data is brought to bear in proof of this view.
In fact, , as demonstrated in chapter 2, early and m.edieval Christian
writers based their understanding of homosexuality upon the bases
of Leviticus and Paul, which are in no way tied to Sodom.
What then has been Bailey's greatest influence, and upon
what is it based? His greatest influence has been in his reinter-
prctation of the Sodom and Gomorrah narrative. It has been seen,
however, that his attempt to understand yi"' as "know socially"
does not stand up to careful exegesis. Bailey further attempts to
minimize other scriptural injunctions, ult.imately by assuming they
derive their judgment of homosexuality from a misinterpretation
of Sodom and Gomorrah. Again, exegesis of these passages demonstrates
an entirely different base for the scriptural view of homosexuality,
^2ibid. , p. 82.
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perceiving it as a per^/ersion of God's truth and intended order
for His creation. Finally, Bailey attempts to prove that all of
Western Christian tradition has based its view cf homosexuality upon
God's destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. Once again, it is seen
that a study of the early fathers up through the Reformation gives
no support for this theory. Instead we find them elaborating even
more on the Pauline concept of homosexuality as being opposed to
God's lav7S in nature. Thus Bailey's supposed removal of the
theological undergirding of Western Christianity's view of homo
sexuality is only a lack of' perceiving the true undergirding the
church has dravjn upon, the understanding that it is a perversion
of God's intended order in creation.
An interesting footnote to Bailey is the way his book
has been used. As stated, his greatest influence has been in his
reinterpretation of Sodom and Gomorrah. But his tremendous research
with regard to church history and Roman and English law, and his
conservative view of other Scripture passages has been largely
overlooked. Other valid points, such as his research to show that
homosexuality was never singled out by the church for special
persecution, are ignored. Instead his work has been used highly
selectively, most cf those accepting his version of Sodom, also
take the stands on Leviticus, Romans, and I Corinthians /Timothy
that he says are untenable. Nevertheless, that his book has greatly
influenced the discussion will be seen throughout the remainder
of this chapter.
Ibid. , p. 99
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Having taken Bailey as the starting point for the current
literature, the following twenty-five years were handled both by
schools of thought and chronologically. Basically there are three
groups, with varying degrees of opinion found within each one:
1) those v7ho advocate accepting homosexuality as an alternate
lifestyle; 2) those who think there might be situations where such
a lifestyle could be a possibility, but are not fully committed
to this; and, 3) those who say the homosexual must reject this
lifestyle fully to become a Christian.
Advocates of the Homosexual Lifestyle
Among the first clergymen to advocate the acceptance of
homosexuality as an active lifestyle was Robert Wood. His book,
Christ and the Homosexual, seeks to find a new, broader moral base
in which homosexual acts could be compatible with professing
Christianity .
�'�^ The problem with his approach is summed up by
Charles E. Curran when he points out Woods' "constant confusion
between the morality of homosexual acts and the proper Christian
attitude towards the homosexual person, v/ith a literalistic inter
pretation of the words of Jesus not to judge another which would
really destroy any attempt at Christian ethics. "�'�^ Of even greater
interest to this discussion is his 1962 article in the One Institute
^^Robert W. Wood, Christ and the Homosexual (New York:
Vantage Press, 1960).
�'-^Charles E. Curran, "Homosexuality and Moral Theology�
Methodological and Substantival Considerations . " Thomist , XXV
(July, 1971), 463.
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Quarterly, "Homosexual Behavior in the Bible.
"^-^ Here he attempts
to remove any obstacle the Bible might offer to a full acceptance
of homosexual acts.
He begins by spending a tremendous amount of time discussing
the Sodom incident, basically repeating all that Bailey said in
1955. The same tack is taken, that if only this supposed basis of
all Christian prejudice against hom.osexuality could be removed, then
there would be no argument left. This, however, has already been
shorn not to be true. In approaching Leviticus, rather than
seriously exegeting the text and bock, he employs overkill, bringing
in every external argument from need for greater population to the
destruction of sperm being a crime in the Old Testament. On these
multiple bases, none internally supported, he dismisses Leviticus
and moves on. In approaching Romans, he again shov7S a lack of
regard for the intended meaning of the text. He correctly states
that in Rom. 1:18-2:2 Paul is talking of those who have willfully
rejected the truth, but he then asks the question, how can someone
who never knew the truth be held accountable? He has missed Paul's
point that all men have had opportunity to know the truth concerning
God through the creation. Further, that men rejected that knowledge,
not that is was unavailable to them, is Paul's concern. Wood
continues to insist Paul is illogical in saying these men are
homosexuals as a result of being idolaters, since there were also
heterosexual idolaters. Again, the point of Paul's argument is
missed. Paul's argument centers en the rejection of God as the
Robert W. Wood, "Homosexual Behavior in the Bible,"
One I;u-uitute Quarterly, V (1962), 10-19.
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God, which leads to idolatry as its ultimate perversion. The
results which then follow in v. 24-32 are not the result of idolatry,
but of rejection of God as God.
Thus Wood i)ushes the position of Bailey much further to the
left, but upon extremely weak bases. His misunderstanding of Paul
has removed his strongest argrraients against Scripture, leaving him
with no support for his argument of accepti.ng homosexual acts as
sometimes being the most redemptive option available to a person.
This same type of view is carried forth by J. Kimball Jones'
Toward a Christian Understanding of the Homosexual. He again merely
repeats Bailey's reinterpretation of Gen. 19:5, then dismisses all
other Old Testament passages without any serious attempt to understand
why homosexuality was condem.ned in them. In discussing Paul's
views, he states that Paul never explains why he condenms homo
sexuality; this onl}" shows that Jones has chosen to ignore Paul's
context in these passages, never attempting to understand it. Kis
main argument against any biblical condeimation is that is does not
separate out homosexuality as a worse offense than any other sin,
such as bestiality, adultery, or incest. Logically, since he argues
for acceptance of homosexuality in the remainder of his book, this
would exclude any sinful character from being attached to bestiality,
adultery, and incest. It is hoped this is not true, but it demonstrates
the difficulties encountered by the way he sidesteps the real issues
of the biblical view on homosexuality.
Four years later John Rash attemipted a more scholarly
approach, again beginning with Sodom and Goraorrah and- accepting
Bailey's view -..'ithout question. As he studied Lev. 18:22 and 20:13,
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he concluded the.t
the Levitical proscriptions do not actually make any value
judgment on homosexuality per se; they merely state that if one
worships Yahweh (the local or tribal god) one cannot also coimiiit
any actions which might recognize the authority of the local
Canaanite deities . ..�'�^
Rash let his critical methodology override v;hat the text demanded.
It was not because the Canaanites did these things that they were
forbidden, but, as shoxm by the study of niyin, because what the
Canaanites did was against God' s order that these actions were con
demned. External factors have been forced on the internal to bring
out the desired meaning. A new meaning is also read into Rom.. 1:26-27:
St. Paul in Romans 1:26-27 condemns homosexuality, but here
we must consider not only his attitude to flesh as evil and
his lack of psychological insight, but we ought also to note hov7
his words seem more directed to the proscription of orgies and
carnival promiscuity than to the prohibition of a mature union
between two men or women who genuinely share love and af fection . ^'^
Once again the entire message of the passage is ignored, that rejection
of God has led to the exchange of the truth for a lie, and homo
sexuality is set forth as indicative of this. So Dr. Rash also
fails to produce sufficient exegetical data to reinterpret the
biblical passages as really not condemning homosexual acts.
At this time many Christian theologians and scholars began
to accept the fact that the Bible does indeed condomn homosexual
acts, and that other directions must be examined for a modern
�^'John P. Rash, "Reforming Pastoral Attitudes Toward
Homosexuality," Union Seminary Quarterly Review, XX\^ (Summer, 1970),
443-44.
^^Ibid.
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understanding of homosexualit}'. Norman Pittenger soon became a
major voice in this discussion, especially in England. He rejects
any biblical injunctioa concerning homosexuality as ridiculous,
stating of Leviticus:
It would be absurd to use these condemnations in a way
that woi:ld imply that they were a precise disclosure of the
will of God. No matter what Eiblical fundamentalists may say,
this is not the fashion in which intelligent and devout modern
Christians can use the material at hand.^^
This was the new answer�simply put the Bible aside and start over
again. W. P. Jones takes basically the sam-e position in an article
Pastoral Psychology. "The 'new morality' is making this much
clear: the Christian lives not by universal laws or dictuiris, but
by the ever new possibilities of each unique context as illumined
by love.
"2�
John Von Rohr talks in Is Gay Good? of rehabilitating the
21
Christian view. Having examined the biblical passages, he has no
question that they do condemn homosexuality. This being unacceptable,
the B.ible is set aside and other authorities are turned to to give
ansvjers to the question. In Von Rohr's case, the ansv;er is found
in showing that since all men are sinful, then all sex is controlled
by sinfulness. This brings the conclusion that homosexual acts
certainly are not to be seen as necessarily more sinful than
�'�^Norman Pittenger, Time for Consent (London: SCM Press,
1970), p. 104.
�^^W. P. Jones, "Hom.osexuality and Marriage; Exploring on
the Theological Edge," Pastoral Psychology, XXI (December, 1970),
31.
9 1
*"
Is Gay Goo:l? Eth1.cs, Theolog-",. and H^^'nor-exuali'-'y , ed .
W. Dwight Obarholtzer (Philadelphia; Wee- cuiinster Press, ij71).
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heterosexual acts. Dennis F. Kinlaw best answers this assertion,
stating, "Scripture never condemns sexuality, only those sexual
22
practices which are contrary to the divine plan."
�
But even
Von Rohr's call for redeeming the homosexual �n his homosexuality
in certain cases, and not from it, is not radical enough for another
writer in the same book. Thomas Maurer asks, "What right has the
Bible to tell us anytliing, . . . my theology must be formed existen-
2^
tially from my own experience to be relevant to me." That this
theological understanding is broadly accepted is reflected by the
statement of the Seminar on Hedonistic Sex, Mutual Affection Sex,
and Biblical Sex:
Traditionally religious institutions helped to perpetuate
a narrow-minded view of the homosexual by appealing, without
concern for the individual, to the a priori categories of m.orality
so easily found within the respective heritage of belief. This
is not to say that the churches should idealize homosexuality
in their ethic; but rather that in dealing with the problem
pastorally, they should accommodate their moral teaching to the
individual person's situation in and acceptance of life.^^
The original denial of biblical authority has come to be the denial
of any authority external to each individual, consistent with the
situational love ethic these men accept.
At the same time this group was admitting the Bible condemned
hom.osexual acts and thus must be set aside, Ralph Blair was emerging
^^Dennis f. Kinlaw, "A Biblical View of Homosexuality,"
The Secrets of 0_ur_^exu_ad.itv, ed. Gary R. Collins (Waco, Tex.:
Word, 1976), p. 110.
^�^Thomas Maurer, "Toward a Theology of Homosexuality,"
Is Gay Good? Ethics, Theology and Hom-Osexuality, ed. W. Dwight
Oberholtzer (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971), p. 100.
"Seminar on Hedonistic Sex, Mutual Affection Sex, and
Biblical Sex," Pel -f r:--' ous Fducation, IX^' (1970), 175.
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as an evangelical sympathetic to homosexuals. Professing to be an
evangelical he was forced to examine the biblical view, and called
for careful exegesis of all relevant passages. However, his
exegesis follows the pattern of Wood and others in imposing external
facts upon the text as more important then immediate context and
meaning. Rather than carefully looking at the chapter in which
the Levitical injunctions are contained, he brings in other Levitical
dietetic laws, etc., to show we need no longer heed any of the law.
This of course totally ignores any variance of rationale within
Leviticus for these injunctions as discussed in chapter 1. A
further example of his questionable exegesis is his treatment of
I Cor. 6:9. In dealing \7ith apaevoxouTris , he finds ona reference
\vhere Hotros means illicit sex, and then concludes apaevoHouin's
means illicit homosexual sex. There is no other support fcr such
a view, and this can show only special pleading on Blair's part.
Instead of taking what Paul said seriously, Blair finally says we
can ignore all New Testament views since ". . .so far as the New
Testament goes, Paul makes no independent theological statement
25
about homosexuality per se . . . .
"
There are tV70 major problems with Blair's argument here.
First is Blair's own admission that homosexuality was the best example
Paul had of "exchanging the truth for a lie . . .," He did attempt
to remove this difficulty by noting, ". . . it is in this same Roman
letter that Paul wrote that he was persuaded by the Lord Jesus that
'Ralph E. Blair, An Evangelical Look at Homosexuality
(New York: HCCC, 1972), p. 7.
'there is nothing unclean of itself.'" This quote is pulled from
its own context to try and change the meaning of another quoie
whose context must also be ignored to accomplish this. Thus Blair's
first difficulty of admitting Paul used homosexuality as an example
of exchanging the truth for a lie has not been overcome simply by
quoting other verses out of context. Secondly, homosexuality is
not the only sexual area concerning v/hich Paul miakes no independent
statement. Neither does he miake "independent theological statements
concerning adultery or incest, yet it is doubtful Blair would
argue for the acceptance of these practices. He has failed to bring
forth solid exegetical grounds for reinterpreting the biblical
view of hom.osexuality.
David Bartlett set out in his article, "Biblical Perspective
on Homosexuality," to take a new approach to the question. Taking
the biblical passages in canonical order, he begins with Gen. 19,
refuting Bailey's interpretatior of 19:5, The cin of Sodom was
indeed far greater as Ezek. 16:49-50 shows. He makes a fair comment
however, v/hen he notes that the Sodom narrative "is certainly an
unlikely starting point for a 'biblical' understanding of sexual
ethics."" Leviticus is regarded as a more relevant passage with
Bartlett making two important observations. First is that the code
in Lev. 18 is concerned with maintaining the correct social fabric.
Secondly, that Israel needed to define itself over against other
26ibid.
? 7
'David L. Bartlett, "Bi>^lical Perspective on Homosexuality
Foundations, XX (April-June, 1977), 135-47.
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peoples, as the Christian must also do in order not to be swept by
every wind which comes along. If Bartlett had been willing to go
the next step, and see this as God's design for society and His
definition of Jewish/Christian com.munity, then these statements
would have weight. However, once again the lack of biblical
authority disallowed this further step. This is increasingly
apparent as Bartlett approaches the Pauline literature.
He begins a discussion of Rom. 1:26-27 by stating, "those
who really want to be 'Pauline' in their understanding of homosexual
practices today would have to argue that people who engage in homo
sexual acts are be7Lng punished by God for their idolatry. "^^' This
is the same error made by Wood and others, the failure to recognize
that Paul does not see the initial cause as idolatry, but as
worshipping the creatUi.e in place of the Creator, i.e., rejection
of God as God. Further, God did not force these people into homo
sexual acts as Bartlett implies, rather He ga^'o them up to homo
sexuality as a result of their o\ra choice of action. Bartlett
continues, attempting to show that Paul argued not merely theo
logically, but also from the commion v.'isdom of his tim.e and his own
empirical understanding. This again raises the problem of biblical
authority which modern scholarship faces. Is the Bible automatical!}'
invalid as an authority because some if irs teaching happens to
tangentially touch the teaching of its age? The answer must be
no because God has always chosen to speak in comprehensible cate
gories for the age into which Ke speaks. Modern scholarship's
29tht rl
, 140.
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task must not be to replace these categories, but to "translate"
them into currently meaningful categories for the twentieth century.
Having thus "removed" the biblical data by hit. new approach,
Bartlett then takes the path of Wood and Blair in placing the guilt
for hom.osexuality not on the homosexual, but on the heterosexual.
"We can alwaj's be suspicious of a Christian ethic which allows some
Christians to impose on other Christians obligations which they are
unwilling to accept for them.selves . "^^ First,, he is not clear on
V7hat the "im.posing Christians" are unwilling to accept for them
selves. Secondly', such a statement faces the criticism Curran made
of Wood, that no Christian ethic would any longer be possible if
Christians could no longer judge one another's actions by some
external authority. Thus cleptomaniacs , rapists, etc., would have
to be accepted into the Christian community as part of the rodeem.ed
body of ChrisL with no change required if Bartlett' s injunction
were followed. No one is left who can draw definitive lines of ethics.
Bartlett's attempt at a now approach is at best disappointing.
He totally ignores the point of Paul's passages which actually deal
with hom.osexuality, attempting instead to make it appear the hetero
sexuals are trying to justify their heterosexual activity by condemning
homosexual activity. Such a move merely sidesteps the true issues at
hand, and still fails to produce exegetical reasons for changing the
traditional understanding of homosexual acts as sinful.
The most recent and comprehensive book on the Bible and
h.omosexuality is Dr. Tom. Horner's Jcnathnn Loved David; Homosexuality
^^Ibid., p. 143.
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in Biblical Tiroes. Amazingly, for the in-depth study done of biblical
passages and their setting, few firm conclusions are drav^n. Rather
many suggestions are made, allowing a move toward biblical accept
ance of homosexuality. Dr. Horner is correct in calling for careful
exegesis of all the relevant passages. But amazingly, his chapters
on the Levitical passages and I Cor. 6:9-10 are spent almost entirely
on the surrounding historical context. Thus Lev. 18:22 and 20:13
are dated very late, and then said to be based in the Zoroastrian
aversion to homosexuality. Though, a great deal of discussion was
given to show that Egypt and Canaan practiced homosexuality as
attested in Lev. 18:3 and 24-30, this context is then totally
ignored in his conclusion concerning the Judaic ban on homosexuality.
The same is done with the Corinthian passage. Large amounts of
data are com-piled concerning Roman and Greek vice lists, but these
are totally ignored, as are the biblical contexts in his conlcusion.
Rather he states concerning Paul and homosexuality, "Certainly he
did not understand it�any m.ore than he understood internal medicine,
depth psychology, or the limitless possibilities of outer space."
All of his research and data are irrelevant to this conclusion.
Horner waits to discuss Rom. 1:26-27 last, again carrying
out a lengthy study of various aspects of the text. Unfortunately
again, any such study is totally ignored as he chooses rather to
conclude that Paul never at any time says "there is a category of
Thomas M. Horner, Jonathon Loved David: Homosexuality
in Biblical Times (Fhiladelphia: Westminster Press, 1978), p. 98.
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persons for v/hom there is no forgiveness .
"^^ x^is line of reasoning
v/ill be discussed below. As for Dr. Horner's conclusion, though a
tremendous amount of research is evident, it becomes questionable
how much is truly relevant to the issue of the Bible and homosexualit}'.
Certainly his conclusions do not appear to be based on his research;
rather they are the same conclusions given by other authors for
the last twenty years, with no new support added.
All the authors discussed thus far have been Protestant
theologians and clergyraen, but the Catholics have also had outspoken
critics of the traditional understanding of the Bible and homo
sexuality. The major pro-homosexual representative has been Father
John McNeill. "^'^ The chapter "Scripture and Homosexuality," in his
book The Church and the Homosexual is probably the clearest most
precise exposition of the pro-h.onosexual view cf uhe biblical coirment
on homosexuality. His m.ajor premise centers on the often used
definition of homosexuality which understands it ss an inverted
sexual state for which the inverted person holds no responsibility.
In McNeill's view, "... neither the Bible nor Christian tradition
knew anything of homosexuality as such; both were concerned solely
with the commission of homosexual acts."'^'^ The homosexuality
condemned in the Old and New Testaments is not homosexuality as we
know it today, because the biblical authors did not have the same
32ibid., pp. 107-08.
.^3jchn J. McNeill, The Church and the Homosexual (Kansas
City: Sheed &Ward, 1976).
3^1bid., p. hi.
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understanding we do today. The various relevant passages are examined
to support this basic premise.
McNeill starts with Sodom and Gomorrah, feeling with Bailey
that it has had overarching influence on church thought. An extensive
dialogue is carried on with Bailey, especially concerning the meaning
of yif . For McNeill, the term is at best ambiguous, and the author
may have so intended it. Though the major cause of judgment on
Sodom was inhospitality, there could have been sexual intentions.
Indeed, he notes that "Bailey's interpretation makes it difficult
to understand how the behavior of the inhabitants of Sodom confirmed
the angel's opinion that they were wicked enough to deserve their
35
punishment, if they only wished to examine their credentials."
That there were homosexual intentions still poses no problem f'or
McNeill, since the city was judged for its inhospitality according
to biblical tradition, and not for homosexuality. Again the same
problem occurs of trying to narrow God's judgment to one sin. What
is rather clear from the biblical record, as demonstrated above,
is that judgment occurred because of rejection of God and exalting
of self. The fact is also ignored that it was the intended homosexual
rape which sealed the doom of the cities.
The New Testament texts are also handled with detail, but
some important facts are still overlooked. In exatiining I Cor. 6:9-10,
McNeill notes that in patristic Greek, laaXaKOS never meant homosexual,
but ignores the fact that in Hellenistic Greek it did mean catamite.
He understands apoevoKOtTHS as male prostitute based on Paul'.- use
Ibid. . p . 48.
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of noLTab in Rom. 13:13, the same dubious parallel Blair attempted
to use. All this does is ignore the evidence for apaevoMOi-Tps
meaning sodomite. The examination of Rom. 1:26 meets the same
difficulties. He limits cpuous to that which is against social custom,
or lav7, what one is trained up in, not as against som.ething innate,
3
It is said this agrees with iliyiil in the Jewish law and custon.
The further meaning of both these words for that which goes against
either natural law or God's law is ignored. As a result McNeill
understands Rom. 1:26 as referring to the pagan "v;ho goes beyond his
38
own sexual appetite in order to indulge in new sexual pleasures."
For him. the situation is one of perversion rather than inversion.
This enables him to conclude that Paul never actually refers to
"true" homosexuals, thus never condemns them.. It is clear why the
meaning of niyin and uapaqjuauv arc so crucial in this discussion.
By changing cpuots to social custom, it is possible to say a man is
a true i.nvert; this is his "natural state," and it is society that is
confused. But by maintaining that (puaug is natural law established
by God, the meaning then refers to men who leave the natural sexual
desires fcr women which God intended for all men. Thus inversion
becomes a learned state of perversion according to Paul's reasoning!
That McNeill missed this reasoning is shcvT:! by his statement
of Paul's belief concerning hom.osexuality , "Paul obviously believed
that homosexual activity as far as he understood it. was the result
-^"ibid., p. 52.
^''ibid., p. 55.
38ibid.
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of idolatry. "^^ This simply is not the case, as already discussed
above. Both idolatry and homosexuality are the results of man's
rejection of God as God. They are both perversio/is of God's intended
order for His creation. McNeill reveals further that he ignores
this entire concept of Paul :
Hov;ever, every text dealing with homosexual activity also
refers to aggravating circumstances such as idolatry, sacred
prostitution, promiscuity, violent rape, seduction of children,
and violation of guest's rights.
Again, the true significance of these contexts is overlooked. Homo
sexuality is- not set in a causal relation with these sins, but as an
equal among them. They are all actions which are contrary to God's
intended order for His creation. Though McNeill did do an in-depth
study of the biblical data, it is not scrutinized fully enough to
disclose the true character of its statements on homosexuality
correctly. He ultimately must reach the same conclusion that those
before him reached. The Bible simply is no longer authoritative
since it condemns homosexuality out of ignorance.
A further contribution to the Catholic vieu'point has been that
of the French priest Marc Oraison. Though a predominantly psycho
logical work, it is of interest since much of Oraison's reasoning
parallels that of the previously discussed authors. This is apparent
in his contention that any attempted use of the Old Testament is
only a projecting of our thought back upon it. Thus any ability
39ibid., p. 57.
^Olbid., p. 60.
'^�'^^arc Oraison, The Homosexual QuestioTi (Nev? York; Harper
& Row. 1977) .
for it to speak authoritatively to the present is removed, leaving
us to turn to non-biblical sources for a decision on homosexuality.
Oraison further states that any who would call upon the homosexual
to change are as "scribes and doctors of the law."^^ xhis type of
use of biblical quotes is similar to Wood, Blair, and Bartlett's
attempt to shift any burden of guilt from the homosexual to the
heterosexual. But Oraison makes the same error of ignoring Christ's
call for repentance from fallen sinful conditions, which did not
make Jesus a scribe or doctor of the law. Again, any biblical
authority has been set aside in the interest of a "love" ethic v/hich
allows each man to do what is good in his own eyes . Doing this
enables Oraison to go so far as approving a sex change operation
a
for a transvestite as the way this man could "seek a solution that
V70uld lead to a less tortured existence. "^-^ Oraison is not alone
in this viev7 of a redemption without repentance or change. Sim.i]ar
reasoning has surfaced frequently in more recent literature.
Two examples of this are R. L, Devor and Theodor Jennings.
Devor argues that Paul would say there is no virtue in being either
homosexual or heterosexual because both are part of the "divisiveness
exploitation, and heartbreak of all human relationships ....
Because of this fallenness of all relationships, it is concluded
that God's grace is for all no matter what their state is. Thus the
difference between one in grace and one not in grace is not in what
'^^ibid. , p. 31
^3ibid. , p. 27,
^'^R. L, Devor, "Homosexuality and St, Pael,'' Pastoral
Psvcholcgy, X::iIT (May, 1972), 56.
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you do, but how you do it; leading Devor to ask, "Could not one be
graciously gay?"'^'^ Jennings, in the sane realm of reasoning, states
the church must align itself with the gay liberation movement because
Christians are taught to stand with the outcast. Blair came to
basically the same conclusion that the church must end its "crusade"
against the homosexual and accept him as Christ did. These men have
taken one part of biblical teaching and ignored the remainder. It is
very true that Jesus aligned Himself v/ith the outcast, and indeed was
an outcast Himself. But His purpose in standing with the outcasts
was to redeem then from their situation, not approve it. His word
of grace included the command to "go and sin no m.ore," a call to
repentance. What these men call for is \mat Bonhoeffer com.plained
was nothing but cheap grace; grace that calls for no repentance
or action on the part of the recipient. This argument for accepting
homosexuality has no less difficulty than the attempted reinter
pretation of biblical passages regarding it. Ultimately these men
must set the Bible aside as holding no authority if they wish to
embrace the avowed active homosexual within the Christian conmunity.
The Possibility of a Homosexual
Relation Should be Considered
William G. Cole's Sex and Love in the Bible was written
five years after D. S'. Bailey's Homosexuality in the Western Christian
Tradition, yet he makes no mention of it in his chapter on "Homo
sexuality in the Bible." Rather he speaks independently of any other
^'^ibid. , p. 58.
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biblical research, choosing instead to deal roostly with current
psychological research.
As he discusses the biblical material. Cole perceives a
major Old Testament concern to be the separateness of the sexes.
Deut. 22:5, concerning women not wearing men's clothing is to be
understood not as:
. . . simply a passing perjorative comment on the aberration
the psychologists call transvestism .... Rather, this points
to something deeply embedded in the Hebrew consciousness : the
conviction that a m-an was a man and a v/om-an, a woman; and that
all confusion between them must be avoided. '^^
He is very clear that homosexuality is a sickness by his interpretation
of the psychological data, stating, "The Old Testament is profoundly
av7are that the difference betxreen the sexes is rooted in nature, in
creation itself, and that diffusion and confusion are freaks. "^^
However, the need for a distinction between m^n a^d woman is not
taken as the only cause for the severe ban on homosexualit}' - Its
connections with idol worship and cult prostitutes are understood
as influencing this as well. Thus, though Cole takes a liberal view
of the Bible and its authority, he accepts the fact that it does
indeed condemn homosexual acts. He further calls for steps to redeem
and heal the homosexual. Still, the liberal base from which he has
chosen to operate causes him to accept the possibility of a valid
homosexual relationship, based upon psychological data rather than
biblical.
Helmut Thielicke's chapter on homosexuality in his The Ethics
'^"William G. Cole, Sex and Love in the Bible (London:
Hodder and Stoughtcn, 1960), p. 351.
of Sex has proven influential as shcv/n by its frequent citation in
current literature. He begins by stating that "A theology of orders
LOrdnungstheologie| ... is often handled in a doctrinaire way,
obviously not having allowed itself to be called into question by
any pastoral encounter with these persons . . .."^^ A second major
concern is that homosexuality be no longer considered a legal/
criminal question, and understood as a strictly ethical question.
In this context of openness, Thielicke examines the biblical materials
to interpret their "kerygmatic" purpcse.^^
The Sodom narrative- is passed over due to the uncertainty
of its interpretation, bringing Thielicke to Leviticus. These
references he sees as relating to cultic defilement, thus of
questionable significance for Christians. But such an interpretation
certainly ignores the crue "kerygma" of Lev. IS and 20 as they spoke
to the Hebrews entering a land filled with pagans. As stated, these
practices involved a more severe defilement that merely a temporary
cultic one. They went against the nature cf God and His purpose
for creation, causing the nations which practiced them to be
destroyed. There are also difficulties with the kerygmatic message
he draws from Paul's teaching on homosexuality:
The listing of homosexual with heterosexual offenses like
adultery and fornication would rather suggest the problem of
whether, along xjith the total rejection of the homosexual, we
must not also consider the question to what extent this refers to
the libido-conditioned disregard for one's neighbor, in other
"^"^Helmut Thielicke, The Ethics of Sex (New York: Harper
& Row, ]964), p. 269.
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words, a particular way of homosexual behavior (possibly
analogous with adultery, polygamy, etc.)-'^^
This interpretation disallows the point that all these are sins
which need repentance. Homosexuality is like adultery in that it
is sin, and further, sin against God's purpose for Kis creation.
Thielicke is surely correct in examining the fact that these are sins
against one's neighbor. However, the sin is not in the sense of
the way^ you are homosexual, rather that in committing homosexual
acts with your neighbor you also destroy him/her.
What is more crucial to Thielicke's interpretation of Paul
is his recognition that Paul perceives :
. . . that disorder in the vertical dimension (in the God-man
relationship) is matched by a perversion on the horizontal level,
not only within man himself (spirit-flesh relationship) but also
in his interhuman contacts . -^-^
Unfortunately Thielicke unde-^cuts his o\-m recognition of this by
assigning Paul's use of homosexuality in Romans as being strictly
illustrative, not theological in itself. However, the way in which
it is used illustratively must be more carefully examined than he
does. It is not used as a metaphorical illustration, but rather as
an example illustration of the direct results of man's broken
relationship with God. Paul does not say, "the way these men
exchanged the truth for a lie is like a man exchanging his natural
relations with a woman for relations with a man." Rather, he states
emphatically "therefore (6ta touto) God gave them up to dishonorable
passions." When Paul is using a metaphor, it is very clear, as in
-"�^Ibid., o. 276.
5 1 r ; � J ^ 0.
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Rom. 7, where he compares our past marriage to the law v/ith a woman's
marriage to her husband. But here he is clearly speaking of direct
causal relations, V7ith homosexuality being an example of the results
of man exchanging the truth for a lie. This indeed gives it direct
theological weight.
After this examination of the biblical material , Thielicke
concludes that :
Consequently there is not the slightest excuse for maligning
the constitutional homosexual morally or theologically. We are
all under the same condemnation and each of us has received his
'share' of it. In any case, from this point of view the homo
sexual share of that condemnation has no greater gravity which
would justify any Pharisaic feelings of self-righteousness and
integrity on the part of us 'normal' persons. ^2
This still ignores the call of Christ for all sinners to come to
repentance and redemption from the condemnation under which they
stand. Hov7ever, in spite of his interpretation of the Bible's
kerygmatic m.essage to the homosexual, he still is unwilling to
accept forthrightly the possibility of an alternate homosexual life
style. Instead he admits only to the possibility of accepting a
monogamous homosexual relationship if the partners could approach
it ethically. This he feels would be highly unusual, and calls
for sublimation in most cases.
A leading Catholic moral theologian, Charles E. Curran,
drev7 heavily upon both Bailey and Thielicke in his chapter "Dialogue
with the Homophile Movement. "^^ Though adding nothing original to
the discussion, he is a leveling force in the Catholic literature.
52 Ibid., p. 28^
^^charles E. Curran, Catholic Moral Theology in Dialogue
(Notre Dame, Ind. : Fides PubTishersVY572)'.
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since he will not actively advocate the homosexual lifestyle. What
he does conclude concerning the biblical data is, ". . . there appears
to be no reason for attaching a special heinousuess or gravity to
these acts."^^ Having taken the biblical data in this light, Curran
develops a "compromise theology," which allows a middle of the road
position like Thielicke's, whom he again draws upon heavily- This
compromise leads him to the conclusion that:
Homosexuality can never become an ideal. Attempts should be
m.ade to overcome this condition if possible; however, at times
one may reluctantly accept homosexual union as the only way
in which some people can find a satisfying degree of humanity
in their lives. 55
This conclusion is net arrived at quickly or easily, but only after
extended consideration of the nature of man's fallenness and sinfulness.
It must be said, however, that ultimately Curran, as did Thielicke,
does not allow for a radical enough redemption for fallen man thrcughi
Jesus Christ. Instead, man is left to grapple with his fallenness
as best he can, which then necessitates a "compromise theology,"
Two recent studies have continued to hold this mediating
view. In 1978 the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. issued
its report The Church and Homosexuality.-^^ It reached the following
conclusions concerning the biblical data: 1) Sodom was a case of
gang rape, thus gi.ving little guidance; 2) though Leviticus condemns
it, the question is posed, "What do Christians do with Old Testament
5^' Ibid. , p. 189.
55ibid. , p. 217.
5t>United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., The Church and
Homosexiuality (Ncj York: Office of the General Assembly, 1973).
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law and with the Israelite orders of creation in the light of both
Jesus Christ and expanding empirical knowledge?" and 3) though Romans
admittedly condemns homosexual acts, a footnote is appended contending
that Paul probably. thought all people are created for heterosexual
behavior, not knowing what we do in the twentieth century. The final
result of examining the Bible is to muddy the waters so totally that
it can be ignored. Points 2 and 3 directly challenge biblical
authority, but this is done even more systematically as seventeen
reasons are given to question the Bible's validity in speaking to
homosexuality. All seventeen ultimately make it unauthoritative
due to the limitation of the Bible to one time frame or one man's
opinion. Ho'wever, these points are not taken as conclusive, and
the Committee stopped short of moving toward accepting the homosexual
lifestyle. Instead it came out with the statement that:
New data and hypotheses in psychology, sociology, endocrin
ology, and other secular disciplines cannot in themselves determine
a shift in the church's posture on this issue. Very frequently
these disciplines shed nev7 light upon our understanding of homo
sexuality and hov; the church should respond to it. Frequently
the results of scientific enquiry are tentative and inconclusive,
neutral in their theological and ethical implicaticns, or even
weighted with unspoken values and assumptions that are misleading
against a background of biblical faith. Therefore, we must address
the task of theologically interpreting these extrabibli cal data,
while at the same time renewing our understanding of Scripture
and tradition in the light of those data in the sciences.^
The same year John Alexander published "Homosexuality:
It's Not That Clear," in the Other Side.'^^ Though holding disagreement
with both sides of the question, his m.ain concern is with the
-^''ibid. , p. 57-
^^John F. Alexander, "Horaosexuality: It's Not That Clear,"
The Other Side, XIV (,Iune, 1978), 8-16.
illogicality of some of the pro-homosexual argumentation. First,
he points out that many bad traits in persons are dup to gt^^nes and
hormout;s, such a.s violence, etc. Thus the homo^sexual i.s not to be
excused on the grounds that his hom.osexuality r.iay be a biological
fact he cannot help. Secondly, he confronts the argument that
homosexuals are nice people by reminding them that many "nice people'
still have sins. He continues to note that, though Paul only
mentions sodomy in passing in I Cor. 6:9 and I Tim. 1:10, he also
does not give a discourse to explain why murdering parents, drunk
enness, or kidnapping is wrong. Still no one chooses to doubt
that these things are wrong. Probably most importantly, he points
out that while God is loving, grace is not an excuse for sin.
In spite of these grievances with pro-homosexual discrif-sion
of homosGxv'plity , Alexander is not v^filling to agree fully with
conservative views. Therefore he cannot, like Thielicke and Curran,
rale out the possibility of a homosexual relationship being
unacceptable ,
It is apparent that the ultimate question for those who take
a middle-of-the-road stance is the same as for those who actively
advocate homosexual relationships: VPnat aTithority does the Bible
have to speak to this issue? Though its authority is questioned
at various points� i.e., does it truly reflect the time of history
is says it does or is it an actual word from God
�yet it always
returns to this same question. Thus it is not surprising that tho?e
who grant the Script^rre a more literal authority find then? elves
i.n disa^ireement with the two groups previously discussed.
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Christians Must Fully Reject
the Homosexual Lifestyle
The earliest material pxiblishecl from this An'ewpoint illustrates
why liberals v/ere turning away from the traditional biblical inter
pretation. In 1961 the Fam.ily Life Committee of the Missouri Synod
of the Lutheran Church published its book Sex and the Church. The
Coiraaittee used the traditional biblical injunctions as proof texts,
with no attempt to exegete them, assuming the traditional stance to
be correct. Its argmnentation centered on homosexuality being against
the natural use of the sex organs. This type of cursory treatment is
illustrative of the treatment homosexuality had received in conser
vative circles up to this time.
The first book to dialogue with the pro-homosexual stance
was that of Michael J. Buckley, Morality and the Homosexual ; A
Catholic Approach to a Moral Problem, published in 1969. The greater
portion of his book deals with the causes of horaosexuality before
turning to the moral questions involved, Buckley delves into the
biblical data by first rebutting Bailey's interpretation of Gen, 19 ;5,
making the cogent comment that "the interpretation of the story
of Sodom's destruction does not rest on one word, but on the whole
context." However, Buckley makes it clear it is not the Sodom story
which has decided the church's view of homosexuality. He does this
first by examining the meaning of the New Testament references,
arriving at the same interpretation Bailey does of them. He then
^^Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, Family Life CcuLiittee,
��2L5 the Church ; A Sociological, Historical , and Theol o i cv!_j_
Inves t i ga t i o v, o f S e : At ti tu d_es_ (St, Louis: Concordia Pub. House,
1961) .
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follows the church's understanding of homosexuality throughout
church history and arrives at the conclusion that:
From, the teachings we have examined^ therefore, we hold that
homosexual acts are intrinsically sinful and are peccata contra
naturam. They have been condemned by t?ie Church not only because
of the Sodom story, but also as the result of other clear Biblical
references, the teaching of the Fatliers, and the Councils of the
Church. St. Thomas' condemnation of them on the natural grounds
is but the echo of the constant teaching of the Fathers, especi
ally St. John Chrysostom who in turn was influenced by St. Paul. 60
Though Buckley examines the same data as Bailey, due to his under
standing of biblical and church authority, he maintains the traditional
church position as the scriptural one.
There were no major works for nine years following Buckley's
book, but rather numerous articles addressing various aspects of
the 'problem. One of the more prominent of these v;as Carl F. H. Henry's
response to John Von Rohr in Is Gay Good? One of Henry's major
concerns is the argument that homosexuality is genetic and virtually
"normal . "
l^^hat happens theologically through this inversion is clear;
what belongs actually to the realm of the fall and sin, and stands
in dire need of redemption, is assimilated instead to the divine
order of creation. 61
Henry perceives this concept of inversion as being in direct contra
diction to the "Genesis creation narrative ^ which Jesus m.ade part of
his ov.m teaching, that . . . God ordained a heterosexual life for
ft?
mankind." This view of heterosexual orientation being the pattern
'^^MichaeJ J. Buckley, Morality and the Homosexual: A Catholic
Approach to a Moral Problem (Westminster, Md. : Ne\^raian Press,
1969), p. 1.35.
^ ^Is Gay Good? Ethics, Theology, and Homosexualiry , p . 109.
62ibid. . p. 109-10.
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of creatif-n is a concern which surfaces continually in the conservative
literature, but is one liberals are umrilling to accept. A typical
response is that of The Bible and Homosexuality; "There is an
assumption here, however, that all we need to know about the miorality
of sexual behavior has been given at the beginning (Gen. 2:24) as a
blueprint . "^-^ This is again a question of divine revelation and
biblical authority, not one of interpretation of the passage in
question. It is this rejection of biblical authority which makes an
acceptance of this type of "inversion" possible.
Henry notes the same difficulty occurs with \'on Rohr's
contention that all sexuality has fallen into lust as a result of
the fall, ". . . V7hat is in principle divinely approved, even though
in practice it be sometimes turned into a mockery of its intended
reality, cannot be leveled to what is in principle divinely disap
proved."^^' This is a constant problem with liberal argumentation:
the attempted equation of unlike things, such as the equation of
not eating pork with not committing homosexual acts in Leviticus.
As shown in chapter 1, they simply are incomparable in why they were
forbidden. Agaiii, this is the result of an unwillingness to accept
any divine revelation or biblical authority when it is inconvenient.
Henry, like Von Rohr, calls for the redemption of the homo
sexual, but for his redemiption from his homosexual state. To
accomplish this requires support of the homosexual as he seeks God's
regenerative power in Jesus Christ.
^�^Bible _an_d_JIomqsj2^r^^ (London: Gay Christian Movement,
1978). 0.
'^'*l� Gey Good:, p. 110.
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These same lines of concern were continued by K, Bockm.uhl
and Harold Lindsell in Christianity Today. Bockmuhl states that:
The permissive attitude tov/ard homiosexuality came from the
false presupposition that it is constitutionally inherited ....
Still more harm is caused by the inadmissable conclusion drawn
fromi the presupposition of "constitutional" homosexuality,
namely, that anyone who has this predisposition cannot be
considered morally responsible for his acts or subjected to
ethical judgments. A thorough study of the medical literature
on this subject reveals no evidence that homosexuality has a
physical or constitutional origin. ^5
Having refuted the acceptance of the homosexual lifestyle on the
grounds it is constitutionally based he is anxious that Christians
realize that while I Cor. 6:9-11 condemns homosexual practices, it
"also clearly proclaims liberation from them."^^ Lindsell is equally
concerned for the homosexual's redemption, but will not accept the
logic of many liberals that heterosexuals and homosexuals are both
sinners, thus making the homosexual no more a sinner than the hetero
sexual .
It is quite true that all men are sinful. It is also true
that all men are redeemable. But the redemption of men does
more than secure them acceptance by God and supply them with
the grace for justification. They are also delivered from sin's
thralldom.67
This statement, of course, hits the very center of the entire debate
^^K. Bockmuhl, "Homosexuality in Biblical Perspective,"
Chris_y;^iJiy_Today XVII (Pebruary, 1973), 13.
^^Ibid. 5 p. 14. Also relevant to this is the comment of
Dr. Stanley Horton, "To the Corinthian Christians who lived in this
atmosphere, Paul did not say that sexual freedom was all right as
long as they had love. He did not tell them to modify Christian
standards to make it easier for Gentiles to accept the Gospel.
Rather, he gave them both severe warning and hope for deliverance."
"The Bible and the Homosexual," Pentecostal Evangel (February 29,
1976) , p. 4.
^^HarolH T.ipd=;(.-I 1 . "Ht-MTinqexuals ^^nd the Church." Christi ani ty
Touay, XVII (SeptemDer, 1973), 12,
as to whether homosexuality is sin. The biblical passages examined
clearly say it is; thus Lindsell 's statcm.ent must stand firm before
its critics, unless they choose to reject biblical authority.
Another important article was written by Dr. Dennis F. Kinlaw
for the book The Secrets of Our Sexuality. For Kinlaw, the crucial
starting point is again at creation. Adam and Eve were created as
complementary because they were male and female, not individuals.
"The establishment of the God-designed norm for God-created people
was enough, to make the anomalous character of homosexuality obvious."^
Kinlav7 then sees Rom.. 1:26-27 as indicative of V7hat happens when the
original pattern is lost:
If men lose God, Paul is saying, men not only do not knoxvT
who God is, they no longer know their own identity and nature.
Homosexuality is thus perversion that develops when the knowledge
of the Author of the pattern is losc.^'-'
Kinlaw is not only concerned with establishing the fact of a divine
pattern, but also that this divine pattern is tied to a divine moral
order in the case of human sexuality. Thus he can answer those who
argue that Paul ordered women to cover their heads in churoii, which
modern Protestants do not do, pointing out that homosexuality is
indeed tied to an unchanging moral order, while women covering their
heads is not. His conclusion is then:
The prime argum^ent against hom.osexuality lies, as we have
seen, not in isolated texts nor in a particular interpretation of
the Sodom story, but in the Biblical view of the divine purposes
^^Pennis F. Kinlav/, "The Biblical View of Homosexuality," The
Secrets of Our Scxualit;/. ed. Gary R. Collins (h'aco, Tex. : VIord Books
l970) .
69ibid. , p. 108.
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of sexuality. The norm was established in Gen. 1 and 2 and is
assumed throughout the rest of Scripture. Woman was made for
m.an, and one \7oman for cne man, just as man was m.�de for woman.
Human beings were made for God, the one God, Yahweh, and for him
alone. The violation of either of these norms puts a person in
opposition to the God who made us.''-'-
As the result of his reasoning Kinlaw feels, with other conservatives,
that homosexuals are not a special class of sinner but also need
repentance and God's grace. Though rehabilitation may be difficult,
"to suggest to the homosexual that there can be fulfillment outside
God's pattern is deceptive and cruel. "''^
In 1977 there were three articles of importance published.
For Lynn Buzzard the problem of homosexuality was clearly a q-uestion
of moral sin and the moral fiber of God's universe. Though some Old
Testament laws are rejected and others kept, it must be a question
of ceremonial law or moral law that rules the decision. The ban on
homosexi.iality is not:
. . . something which simply binds the community together in
terms of ceremony; they are talking about some kind of style of
life unique to God's people. Nor are they simply describing a
social custom. They clearly are talking about the moral law of
God's universe, and his v;ill for all men.'^^
This point is fully supported by careful exegesis of the biblical
passages, which show it clearly tied to God's holy character and
intent for His creation, not simply ceremonial cleanness. Buzzard
is further concerned that people realize God's laws are not arbitrary
especially concerning homosexuality- "But rather because of the very
71lbid., p. 113.
72ibid. , p. 114.
''-^Lynn R. Buzzard, "How Gray is Gay?", Et^ijmtXs XVIII (April,
1977), 37.
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nature, of man and voman, homosexuality is a destructive thing in a
person's life."^^*
if these things be true, then hov/ much is r.he homosexual
to be held accountable for his state of being? This is a point not
often addressed, but one to which Buzzard attempts to speak in light
of his conclusions regarding the immorality of homosexuality.
The extent to which that man is personally guilty for his
condition depends on other factors. To what extent has he nourished
that condition? To v/het extent has he chosen to help it along?
To what extent has he refused to seek help? To what extent has he
glorified his condition? ''^
These questions certainly do not encom^pass all situations, but begin
to give some ideas for knov/ing how to minister to and relate to the
homosexual within the Christian community- Further, they address the
possibility raised earlier of homosexuality being a learned perversion,
rather than true inversion.
During the same year John Espy returned, to creation for a
focus on homosexuality. He stated that:
. . . the consistent Biblical theme of "covenant," particu
larly regarding m.arriage, has important bearings on the question
of homosexuality. In Genesis 2 the core of the relationship
between inan and woman Is not simply a "mutuality," replaceable
by homosexual love; the claim, is that v/oman is taken cut of man,
that they are for each other, interdependent and made to be
rejoined. This grounds heterosexual relationships, and only
these, iii God's very purpose for the being, growth and companion
ship of people .... The point is that, whrntever the mot.ives,
all iicmosexual practice is impure a.s such , because it denies
nature, the interdependence of man and woman, and God's command
toward reverence and holiness. 7^
7^Ibid, , p. .37.
75ibid. , p. 42.
�'^John 1^. Espy, "Coatinuiiig the Discussion, Homosexuality and
the Church." Ch ^ i s t i n i f y and C i s i s . X.XXVII fMay June, 1977),
116-1/ .
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These points are indeed born out by the biblical data on homosexuality:
It is a departure from God's intended order� such a radical one that
it simply cannot be accepted as an alternative.
For John Batteau also, the answer was in creation:
God created a biological difference out of which the other
contours and polarities of maleness and femaleness emerge. Ke
deliberately created male and female. The sexual difference is
not an arbitrary culturally conditioned convention, as some gay
liberationists claim.
Batteau further cites Paul's use of qiuae xPlcrts in Rom.ans to support
natural relations betv/een a man and a woman being God's creation order.
As for those who contend Paul was only referring to promiscuous hom.o
sexuality, they forget a point of Paul's teaching. He is very careful
to delineate what is lawful and wliat is not lawful concerning meat
offered to idols, divorce and remarriage, etc. He would certainly
have been acquainted enough with homosexual practices of the day to
give better instruction. Further data against dividing out certain
types of homosexual practices to be banned is brought from the Old
Testam.ent. Wien the law talked of punishment for rape (Deut. 2.2:23-29)
or killing (Deut. 19:4-13), it is qualified as to the motivation or
contributing factors. Such was not the case with homosexual acts, but
they were generally condemned.
Batteau is also concerned with how the homosexual arrives at
his condition. Supporting the general view of conservatives, he
cited two authorities. Dr. Thomas Chalmers and Ted R. Evans, as saying
research shows homosexuality to be a learned state, not genetic or
hormonal in any way. This question is obviously not answered by
A Cul tAiral Convention,"
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simply citing the conclusions of two men regarding current research;
but it does demonstrate that psychological opinion has not concluded
that it is a state of being in which the person is merely the victim.
Two major works were published in 1978, with a third following
in 1979. Don Williams' The Bond That Freaks; Will Homosexuality
7 8
Split the Church? took three major approaches to the problem:
1) contemporary views, 2) the biblical teaching and 3) the theologians.
79Ra.chard Lovelace s Homosex\iality and the Church. added the church's
traditional stance to Williams' method. What you Should Know About
Homosexuality, edited by Charles W. Keysor,^^ approaches it from the
points of view of Old Testament, New Testament, Church fathers,
biology and psychology, and civil rights. All three books conclude
v/ith a chapter on ministry to the homosexual. What these books
illustrate is a belated, but needed, conservative attempt at a
comprehensive scholarly answer to the pro-homosexual stance.
Williams contends that those arguing for acceptance of the
homosexual lifestyle have made a serious mistake by skipping over
creation in their approach to the Bible and homosexuality. Gen. 2:18
is a crucial verse for him, as man needs "the helper who makes hi.m
a complete person. "^�'- He argues against McNeill's thesis that male
and female were created for procreation, stating that in the man's
''^Don Williams, The Bond That Breaks: Will Homosexuality
S2lit_L�e_Chux^ (Los /mgeles: BIM, 1978).
''^Richard F. Lovelace, Homosexuality and the Church (Old
Tappan, N.J.: Fleming H. Revell, 1978).
Charles W. Keysor, ed. , What You Should Know. About Hq-qo-
sexuality (Grand Rapids; Zondervan Pub. House, 1979).
� Williams, op. cit., p. 3o.
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leaving his father and mother and cleaving to his wife, "the purpose
of male and female is not fundamentally for procreation but for
O O
companionship, for commun": ty - Thus Genesis sets a purpose for
hrraian sexuality within which homosexuality cannot fit.
Williams adds nothing truly original to the Sodom debate,
concluding it was intended homosexual rape the author wished to
convey to his reader. He spends a good deal of space on the Levitical
passages, vzanting to establish that homosexual acts are not banned
due to a tie with cult homosexual prostitutes. A survey of those
holding this position, primarily Snaith, and their evidence, makes
it clear that this position is untenable. Ultimately the grounds
for Lev. 18:22 and 20:13 must be in creation and God's "unchanging
order for the sexes. "^-^ The fact that "abomiination" can be that
which ''reverses the proper order of things"^'''^ is taken as strong
support for this view. Roni. 1 :26-27 is then seen as based on the
Levitical lav7 by Paul, Williams is, however, weak in his proof
that this is not just social custom racher than created natural
order. He refers only to Paul's use of tpuots in 2:14 and 2:27 as his
evidence, totally ignoring the creation context of 1:18-25. The
study of I Cor. 6:9 and I Tim. 1:10 again offer nothing original.
Williams' final conclusion emphasizes Paul's view of heterosexual
marriage as the norm, since so much teaching is given by Paul on
it. He states:
S^ibid.
S^ibid. , p. 66.
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Nowhere does Paul reconmiend loving, faithful, monogamous
homosexual "marriages." This is not merely an argument from
silence. Paul refuses to recognize homosexual relationships
in any form, because for him they are sinful.
85
Though it must be said that Williams does argue from silence, his
point is still well taken. Paul has many good and bad things to say
concerning heterosexual marriage and sexuality; but only bad things
concerning homosexual relationships. Homosexuality then can not
be accepted as a visible lifestyle within the Christian community.
Richard Lovelace chooses to end his discussion of biblical
evidence on homosexuality with creation, and begins with Lev. 18:20
and 20:13. In this section he addresses the three major interpre
tations which seek to make these two passages irrelevant to the church.
The first, that these are purely human in origin, he answers by
pointing out that the New Testament has always regarded Leviticus
as divinely inspired. Though it indeed has similarities to other
religious systems in the ancient Near East, "it is constantly
informed by an insight and moral significance which point toward
OA
Christian values, especially in its social legislation." The view
that it is purely human in origin is again the problem of biblical
authority in the church today.
The second argument, attempting to link the injunction to
one historical context only, is also seen as v/rong since the sexual
acts in Lev. 18 and 20 are seen as wrong in and of themselves.
Lovelace points out that:
^5ibid. , p. 87.
^'^Lovelace, op. cit., p. 88.
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The practices listed in these chapters include incest,
adultery, child sacrifice, homosexuality, bestiality, spiritism,
and cui sing one's parents .... UnJess modern readers are
prepared to say that most of the acts on this list are wrong
only in the Canaanite cuid Egyptian context and could be right
today, their argument for the exemption of homosexuality is
weak. 87
This point is often used hy conservatives to combat the pro-homosexual
desire for dismissing Leviticus as irrelevant to modern society.
There is a reason for the grouping of these sins, that is, their
equal rebellion against God's order in creation. Lovelace finally
addresses the argument that Christians are free from the Law, noting
that large portions of it have always been accepted as "a valuable
deposit of social legislation. "88 Further, the New Testam.ent renews
the ban on the homosexual lifestyle, and the penalty for the offenses
in chapter 20 is too severe to be a cultural legislation for one time'
only -
Lovelace argues in Rom. 1:26-27 for the position that homo
sexuality is against God's order, net just social custom:
"Against nature" simply means against God's intention for
h'uman se;aial behavior vjhich is plainly visible in nature, in
the complementary function of male and female sexual organs and
temperaments . 89
For him, the center of Paul's argument is the fact that there has
been an inversion of God's order:
Men have inverted God's order by worshipping the creature
rather than the Creator, and as a signal of this error, like the
blinking red light on the dashboard of a car which is functioning
87Tbid. , p. 89.
88ibid.
89ibid. , p. 92.
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improperly, God has given them up to "dishonorable desires" in
the inversion of their sexual roles.
A major contribution of Lovelace has been in discussing the question
of Romans as a conscious, volitional choice to worship idols and
practice uncleanness while much homosexual behavior is formed at an
early age unconsciously. To use this as an argument to approve
homosexual acts "reflects a defective understanding of the nature
of sin."^^ He continues:
The most serious form.s of sin described in Scripture are
not conscious, voluntary acts of disobedience to known laws,
but complexes of attitudes rooted in the heart and resulting
in compulsive outward behavior: unbelief, pride, sensuality,
envy, covetousness , and the rest of the works of the flesh.
The flesh itself� the human personality apart from the renewing
and controlling influence of the Holy Spirit� is cut off from
the life of God and is driven towards acts of disobedience
(Ephesians 2:2; 4:17-19; Romans 7:18; 8:5-8). In Rom^ans 1:24-27
Paul indicates that all human sexuality, in its heterosexual as
well as its homosexual forms, is disordered by the inherited
drive toward disobedience which we call original sin, and by
the broken social fabric of idolatrous societies. Human sin and
God's punishment upon it have deeply affected the processes
by which sexual identity is form.ed, with the result that none
of us, heterosexual or homosexual, naturally desire to fulfill
perfectly God's plan for our sexuality ... we are confronted
with the choice whether or not to act out our orientation and
fulfill our natural desires, or whether instead to seek the
control and trans fomrLng power of the Spirit of Christ to
restrain and re-orient our desires and our behavior.
This sets homosexuality in its proper context of a sinful world
needing redemption, rather than allowing it because the whole world
is in sin anyway. Working on through other Scriptures and the
creation narrative Lovelace concludes that "homosexual practice is a
form of porneia which has . . . threatening impact upon the social
SOlbid.
91lbid. , p. 94,
Q 9 . , -
' -Ibid.
order and the emergence of men and women into full humanity, and
that this is why it is uniform.ly forbidden in Scripture .
"^^ Lovelace
is also forced to conclude that practicing homosexuals cannot be
welcom.ed into the church.
The book What You Should Know About Homosexuality contains
contributions from six scholars, each of which writes on the subject
of homosexuality from the perspective of his own field of study. Of
greatest interest here are Dr. John Oswalt's chspter on the Old
Testament and Dr. J. Harold Greenlee's chapter on the f^ew Testament.
Oswalt begins by taking a great deal of space to establish
the moral standards held by the Old Testament within the biblical
world vie\v as over against the pagan world view. He maintains that
the pagan world view sets no boundaries on sex since sex involves
power, and that power mu&t be appropriated for one's benefit by
any means. The biblical world view, in contrast, sets boundaries
on sex because God has laid dox\Ti rpecific spiritual and physical
guidelines. Having established that boundaries exist in the Bible,
Oswalt turns to the biblical view of sexuality.
Creation is again the central point of discussion in examinin
why God gave V7oman to man. Man's loneliness is understood as more
than the need for friendship and com.panionship, but also the need
for "someone to whom he can belong and to whom he can give himself
physically . "^^ Further, the search among the animals for a mate
93rbid. , p. 110.
^'^Johr. K. Oswalt, "The Old Testament and Homosexuality,"
^''^^atJ[oj^i_Sh.oeld Know About Homosexuality, ed. Charles E. Keysor
(G''-and P^pids* /'o-nriprvpn Pub, House, 1979), p. 40.
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shows Adam is not God's complete plan for humanity. "The Creator's
vision of full humanity was of two sexually differentiated components,
each of the same stuff, on a par, the same, yet different, finding
their fulfillment i-n mutual surrender . "^^ That the two then become
joined as "one flesh" according to creation's order is important,
since hicre they bccoBie "melded together in one personality , "^6 ^ut the
melding is not automatic. It rather grows from the biblical expres
sion of "icno;/ing" one's mate; . . the enjoyment of sex, as it
grows out of a good relationship, cements our knowledge of one another
in ways that are ultimately beyond intellectualizing. "^^ Based on
this concept of human sexuality, Oswalt can then conclude that it
reeuires comiai.tm.ent and boundaries to serve its proper function.
Kith this backdrop, pertinent Old Testament passages are examined.
O^jvale begias his scudy of Leviticus with the important
statem.ent that homosexuality is just one in a whole package of
s'^xual acts "that denies any bouxidaries in creation and vses sex as
a vehicle to make that statement . "^"^ He continues to mark out the
difference between a homosexuril condition and homosexual behavior
and ho\7 homosexual behavior relates to the law. The feelings of
Lovelace are echoed concerning the acting out of a homiosexual condition
in homosexual acts. "While we are not responsible for our predi
lections, we are responsible for what we do with those predilections,
55ibid. , p. 41.
96ibio., p. 43.
^^Ibid.
58jbid n, S2.
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for our behavior can transcend our feelings.
"^^ Further, "The
ultimate moral quality of an act is not relative to our praconditionin
Rather, it relates to that act's congrucncy with the character of God
and the resulting nature of creation.
"
As to how homosexual behavior relates to the law, Oswalt is
first concerned to establish the lines between civil, ceremonial, and
moral law. The purpose of the Law is taken as teaching the Jews and
the world about God and His character. Since the Jevjs were spiritual]
backward at the time of the deliverance from Egypt, they needed some
concrete lessons to show them God's character. Thus the civil and
ceremonial law served as object lessons to teach them certain prin
ciples concerning God and the nature of His creation. Since, "the
nature of the ceremonial law [was] as an object lesson, its function
vzas distinctly temporary . ''" '^^ In contrast to civil and ceremonial
lav7, Oswalt sees:
. . . other actions, however, that do not have to do with
the just functioning of society or v/ith the maintenance of the
cerem.onies. These are commonly stated in categorical imperatives,
and the punishment, when prescribed, is death. They are thus
viewed as offenses against God or against life itself. 1*^2
The moral law is constituted of these injunctions, and homosexuality
is placed among them. Thus homosexuality is not ccndeimied simply
to set Israel off as unique from her neighbors, but because her
neighbors' practices "grew out of and lead to a world view that is
99ibid.
^OOibid., p. 54.
lO^Ibid. , p. 58.
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radically opposed to that of the Bible . . . [it denies] the creation
order of God and thus the very nature of God Himself .
"^^-^ This line
of reasoning and interpretation is undoubtedly one of Oswalt's major
contributions to the exegesis of the biblical data. No other scholar
has gone to such lengths to establish the setting and purpose of
Leviticus both within its historical context and as divine revelation.
That his conclusions are correct is supported by an examination
of the concept of "abomination." Most important is that to ' evah is
often used of things which deny "the single standard of creation. "�''
Thus an act is not an abomination simply because pagans do it, but
because it is false to creation. Oswalt concludes:
. . . what is the Biblical position on homosexual activity?
It is prohibited to all persons of whatever psychological state
because it is seen as a falsification of the creation order of
God. To condone it is to condone an entire V70rld view that is
at variance with the trutii. Performance of such activity is
incom.patible with the Biblical m.essage that calls us to be
conformed to the character cf the transcendent God and offers
grace whereby such confomiance may be possible .
Harold Greenlee, like Dr. Oswalt, is primarily concerned
with establishing proper sexual patterns from, the biblical viewpoint,
then discussing homosexuality within this context. Beginning with
the Gospels, he stresses that Jesus regarded the expression of
sexuality as permissible only within marriage between male and female.
This is made clear in Matt. 19:4 by His use of the more exact Greek
terms ar s en. and thelys for male and female, rather than the common
aner and gyne for man and woman. Further, while Jesus loved the
103jbid., p. 60.
It^^Ibid., p. 69.
1^-^-Ibid. , p. 75.
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prostitute and adulterer as persons and called them to Himself,
it was with the comniand to "go and sin no more." The only alternative
lifestyle Jesus mentions outside male-female marriage is celibacy.
With this understanding of Jesus' teachings on huiiian sexuality,
Greenlee continued to examine the New Testament understanding of
"love," a word often used by hom.osexualE to justify their actions.
He contends that a study of the agape love of the New Testament
leads to the conclusion that love does m^ore than just accept a
person in spite of his virtues and vices. Rather, "God accepts us
with the full intention of not leaving us as He finds us but of
making us like Himself, causing us to partake of quality of holiness
that is His own central characteristic. "�''�'-'^ Establishing the male-
female lim.itaticn of sexuality in the teachings of Jesus and a study
of a proper understanding of the New Testament concept of love is
not the end of the matter for Greenlee. He continues with an
extensive study of marriage in the New Testament, coming to three
conclusions :
(1) that no form of permissible sexual union other than that
of husband and wife is ever presented; (2) that many or most of
these passages present the husband-wife relationsnip in a manner
that implies exclusiveness-� that is, there is no alternative
permissible form of sexual union; and (3) and if same-sex unions
were considered permissible, they most certainly vzould have been
mentioned favorably or pernrLssiblY in at least a few of the
passages that deal with marriage. ^'^^
Thus Greenlee's background study alone excludes homosexual
acts without approaching the passages specifically speaking to that
J-Ot>j. Harold Greenlee, "The New Testament and Homosexuality,"
Wliat You Should Know About Homosexuality, ed. Charles E. Keysor
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Pub. House, 1979), pp. 86-87.
-Q^Ibid., p. 96.
issue. This is perhaps why this discussion is somewhat limited,
and deals more with specific Greek words used for homosexual acts
than with exegeting the passages themselves. His discussion of
apaevoxouxns is mostly concerned with refuting John Boswell 's
contention that "homosexual" is a new word and that "ancient people
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did not distinguish between" homosexual and heterosexual persons.
Greenlee's ensuing study shows such a contention absurd at best, and
he concludes these are active sexual acts between meles. He also
concludes paAaKog is intended as a catamite. The final argument
is made that we are the products of a Creator and cannot do with
our bodies as we please.
In a similar and profound way, God has a claim on us and our
bodies�a claim we cannot ultim.ately avoid. His lav7S, moreover,
are not the mere whims of an arbitrary dictator; they are the
principles on which the universe was created and on which it
operates. When a person says vith the psaludst, "To do your will
0 my God, is my desire," he is living in accordance with the
nature of things and in obedience to a God of absolute love and
perfect holiness who could never want anything less than the
best for His cliildren. �'�'^^
Conservatives are then categorical in their conclusion that
the Bible condemns all homosexual activity no matter v/hat the precipi
fating circumstances, rape or "love." This conclusion is not reached
by a mere proof-texting methodology, though this has been employed
in past tim.es. Instead, homiosexuality is seen as anomalous to the
entire biblical view of human sexuality, as founded in creation.
God created male and female as complementary units, to be complete
in their union emotionally, spiritually, and physically.
-^Hhid., p. 98, quoting Boswell from News , Sept. 9, 1975,
^^'Ibid. , p. 114.
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There is the further statement that homosexuals, like all
other persons in sin, need to be redeemed from their sinful state
of being. The fact of their emotional-sexual inversion as a result
of man's fallen state can in no way excuse their actions. Rather,
their state must be overcome by the redeeming power of Jesus Christ
just as must that of the adulterer and the fornicator.
In this chapter, it has become clear that the real problem
does not lie in the proper interpretation of a few passages of
Scripture. It rests rather in the view of biblical authority to
which the twentieth century scholar is willing to submit himself
or herself. Is the Bible divinely inspired and authoritative for
all ages or not? That is a further question beyond the scope of
this thesis. However, it is the ultimate one which must be resolved
before settling the question of how the church in the twentieth
century will shape its ministry to the homosexual.
CONCLUSION
As stated at the cutset, the main purpose of this thesis is
to determine whether the Christian church has properly understood the
biblical view of homosexuality throughout church history. Such a
study was realized to be necessary due to the increasing challenge
by scholars concerning the Bible's ability to speak authoritatively
to this question.
It is believed that exegesis of all passages dealing
forthrightly with homosexuality enabled us to establish that judgment
was passed upon homosexual acts and why that judgment vias passed.
Homosexuality was condemned basically because the Bible views it
as a perversion of God's truth and created order. This was demon
strated first by the direct injunction against it in Lev. 18:22,
where it v/as called an abomination, niyir. , that which perverts or
goes against truth., Similar injunctions were echoed in Paul's sin
lists in I Cor. 6:9 and I Tim� 1:10, where such people are numbered
among the unrighteous. Secondly, homosexuality was shown to be a
perversion by example, both with Gen. 19 and Rom. 1. The narrative
in Gen. 19 of Sodom and Gomorrah left no doubt that intended homo
sexual rape was used as the proof of the general v/ickedness of these
cities. As a result of their total wickedness, they were destroyed.
Again in Rom. 1:26-27, homosexuality v/as set forth as the example
of what happens when man rejects God as his Creator and begins to
seek for other answers to his origin and existence. He ultimately
excha^^^gc- t^e truth of Ccd for a lie, whic^ ^'^�'�"'"^''�^^"u'^li tv is
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illustrative. Thus it was concluded that when the biblical statements
are taken at face value they definitely do condem homosexual acts,
doing so upon moral grounds which are not cultural or time conditioned,
but based upon God's eternal moral truth. Having established this,
the study proceeded to examine how church history has interpreted
these injunctions against homosexuality.
From the earliest writers homosexuality was condenmed
because it went against God's way and God's light. Over the centuries,
the major argument was based upon Paul's explanation of horaosexuality
in Rem. 1 :26-27, expanding greatly on his argument from, nature.
With the church centering upon th.is argumeiit from natural law, there
was little expansion upon the Levitical concept of abomination, or
that which perverts God's truth.
Having then demonstrated that the Bible does condemn hom.osexual
acts on solid ground and that the church fathers fully accepted this,
the present generation of scholars was examined. Immediately it wac
clear that a major crux of the call for a new interpretation of
the biblical view of homosexuality V7as D. S. Bailey's contention that
Sodom's destruction had nothing to do with hom.osexuality. He argued
further that the misunderstanding of the iiarrative was the cause of
all the New Testament and in church history condemnation of homo
sexuality. However, no evidence for this theory surfaced either in
exegesis of the biblical passages or in the study of church writers
who coiranented on homosexuality. Further, careful exegesis has proven
that Bailey's first contentiori was incorrect aiid liomosexuality was
indeed involved at Sodom. In spite of this, Bailey's theory has
j-ipp-n r" J J ed "'�^�on rigai"! ^tid again by scholars arg^'irg for the acceptPrce.
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of horaosexuality.
As these scholars were examined, problems were consistently
found with their exegesis. Concerning Lev. 18:22 and 20:13, they
always disregard the context, and instead looked for external reasons
why such a ban would have been made. In examining Rom. 1:26-27,
they attempted either to say this was just an illustration with.
no theological weight or that to accept it would mean all homosexuals
were being punished for being idolaters. Again, these ignored the
real issues of Rom. 1:18-32, that idolatry and homosexuality are
both the result of man's rejection of God as his Creator. Most
writers sim.ply did not discuss I Cor. 6:9 and I Tim. 1:10, but
those who did attempted to define apoevoxctTris more narrowly
as illicit homosexual activity, rather than as any homosexual act.
This was done without exegetical basis, while an understanding of
sodomite for apaevoHOtips had both contextual and linguistic
support. Finally, many of these Xv'riters attempted to shift the
guilt of homosexual activity from the homosexual to the heterosexual,
saying heterosexuals are as scribes and Pharisees in calling homo
sexuals sinners. But such an appeal only sidesteps the entire issue
of man's fallen sinful nature and his need for repentance to be a
child of God.
On the other hand, conservative scholars were seen to accept
biblical statements concerning homiosexuality at face value. Thus
for them the issue was not one of "Is homosexual activity sinful?" but
"How do we minister to the homiosexual?" It was clearly stated that
such a ministry had to be one which centered on repentance and
redemption from the homosexual orientation.
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What then is the cause of this stark difference in interpre
tation and concerns? The answer to this question gave rise to the
issue of biblical authority. This first became evident when Koman
Pittenger' s book Time for Consent openly stated that we cannot take
biblical statements on homosexuality as a disclosure of God's will.
From that point, many began to admit that at face value the Bible
did condemii horaosexuality; therefore it must be set aside as unin
formed and unauthoritative. Beyond these who openly rejected the
Bible, a careful exaraination of the exegetical methods of those
reinterpreting biblical statements on homosexuality also demon
strated that they had rejected biblical authority. It is only man's
v7ords and 3.deas come down through the years which must new be.
informed by our new knowledge of psychology, biology and genetics.
Thus it is not church tradition which has misunderstood
vzhat the Bible says concerning homosexuality. It is rather the
new scholarship which has chosen to reject the authority behind the
statements and has in that rejection tried to support this by-
reinterpreting the biblical injunctions. Therefore, it is clear
that historically, the church has understood the Bible correctly,
and that v/hat it has said is that "Homosexual acts are sinful."
APPENDIX
The questxpn of the exact function of the WvJtP in the Old
Testament is one not easily resolved. This occurs in Deut. 23; 18
(Hebrew), I Kings 14:24, 15:12, 22:47, and IT Kings 23:7. Of these,
only Deut, 23:18 gives any indication in the context as to the
function of these Vljl' Here it is found parallel to v. 19 v/hich
prohibits bringing the "hire of a harlot or the wages of a dog" into
the house cf the Lord, as these are abominations. That 2'72 is
parallel to V^J! is supported by the application of klbm to a cult
functionary of an Ashtarte temple in Cyprus."^ But taking this
parallel as accurate, all we see is that they functioned like the
n^'-':' as a temple prostitute. There is no indication In any of
the biblical texts listed above that he functioned as either a
heterosexual or homosexxTal prostitute.
The evidence for these being homosexual cult prostitutes
comes only from the later translations. The LXX is not helpful in
solving this difficulty. In each of the five occurrences listed
above, t'Tp, is translated by a different Greek vvord, Deut. 23:18
simply has Kopvn, harlot or prostitute, I Kings 15:12 has tcXetp,
which was a technical Greek religious term for a priest involved
with the mystery religions. In II Kings 23:7 D^yTp is transliterated
as xa6notp�
�^M--;: 'i5."< H. Pope. "Homosexuality," Supplement to the
Tnt-erprett^iJ s_Dicj-ijgn^^^^^ of the Bible (New York: Abingdon, 1974),
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Somewhat problematic is the use of auv6�ayos e-yevridn ev
rpyri in I Kings 14:24. It seems Bailey has properly rendered this
2'"coitus was in the land," due to the normal meaning of auv5eapos
as "that which binds together, fastening, bond of union.
"^ Fitzer
notes that in Plato's system of philosophy, auv6�0poG was used for
4
the harmonious linking of opposites." All the other LXX usages are
for different Hebrew words referring to "bindii^g" or "attaching,"
etc. Due to this normal understanding, Fitzer thinks the translator
may have been thinking m the lines of Hermes' jest in X'1�_*-^4X5�--Z >
where 6eovos is used to refer to intercourse v/ith Aphrodite.-' Thus
auv6ecpos would seem more likely to refer to a heterosexual prosti
tute .
The last passage is I Kings 22:47, where the Greek has'
ev5taXXaGa-jo- This -'j-rd is "ore who alters or changes," having
the related adverb 6LpXAaYpevojS , which means "differently." Here
then, is the only evidence in the Greek for something abnormal being
involved in the sex of the n''t/'Tp,, However, v. 4 7 is found only in
Alexandrinus and Origen 's Hexapla according to Ralf. Since it is
missing totally in the other texts it remains somewhat inconclusive
if this unique rendering could be found elsewhere. What we seem to
find is that to the translators of rhe LXX. the function of the n^yif/
Bailey, Homo s e Kua 1 i ty_, p. 96.
G. Liddell and R. Scott, AJircek^Enjins^ rev.
by H. S. Jones, II (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940),, 1077.
'^W. Fitzer, TDNT' ^^^'^^ 857.
^Homer The_CjdvpseY.> trans. A. T. Murray, The Loeb Classical
Library, VolT'l Tc^brid'^e, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1919),
pp. 280-81.
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was not completely clear.
It is the Vulgate that first introduces the concept of
sodomite. Deut. 23:18 is translated scortator, or fornicator, but
all the texts in Kings are translated ef femin3.tus . What led Jerome
to give n'iy"[|7 such a translation? This is a word clearly denoting
men who are seraxally used by rither men. We canjiot possibly go back
and discover Jerome';-- sources for such an understanding, unless we
accept i he interpretation of Oswalt that Jerome was familiar enough
with temple proscitution in the Roman Empire to know that some
served as homosexual prostitutes. He then postulates that this
would have been no less true in Canaan. This does seem a probable
explanation, but not a conclusive one.
Having considered what little data which is available,'
all that can conclusively be said is the O'l'*^!? were male cult
prostitutes, possibly serving in a homosexual function. The ban
upon them in Deut. 23:18 would have to stand no matter which way
they are understood, because the use of cult prostitutes incorporated
a v7orld view of power and controlling power that is contrary to the
biblical v7orld view.
^John Oswalt, "The Old Testament," What You Should Know About
ho.posexualitv . ed. Charles E. Keysor (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 3 979) ,
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